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ABSTRACT 

 

Natural selection favours organisms that are flexible in the face of changing 

environmental conditions, a trait that animals achieve by modifying their behaviour. Some 

of this flexibility arises from the activity of feeding related genes capable of controlling 

multiple behaviours in a functionally coherent way in response to environmental 

challenges. As such, these genes are promising targets for studies of the evolution of 

behaviour. However, while classical genetics can identify the genes themselves, it cannot 

find the alleles relevant for evolution in the wild. To study the natural variation of feeding 

behaviour, I investigated the satiety quiescence behaviour of Caenorhabditis elegans by 

recording a dataset of almost 5000 high-resolution videos of individual worms. The satiety 

quiescence behaviour is known to have significant genetic overlap with the mammalian 

postprandial somnolence behaviour, or ‘food coma’, so some of the genes are expected to 

be conserved and potentially provide insight into the human behaviour, as well. The almost 

200 strains tested are from the Caenorhabditis elegans Natural Diversity Resource 

(CeNDR), a collection of wild type isolates that includes the full genome sequence of each 

strain in addition to other information. As satiety quiescence is a complex phenotype, I 

created an analytical pipeline that uses high resolution tracking and multidimensional 

phenotyping to break the trait down into its parts. This process is successful in identifying 

several new hypotheses about the way the behaviour itself is organised and controlled. 

The phenotypic components are then individually associated with genetic variants using 

genome-wide association mapping, revealing potential new genomic locations related to 

satiety quiescence. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Flexibility and evolution 

Most living organisms have at least some capacity to change when the environment 

changes around them through a process called phenotypic plasticity (Davies and Krebs, 

1993; Price et al., 2003). Such flexibility during the lifetime of an organism is an 

advantageous ability and is therefore selected for (Bradshaw, 1965; Gabriel, 2005; Garland 

and Kelly, 2006). However, plasticity has limits associated with it in the form of cost-benefit 

balances: if a particular form of plasticity confers little selective advantage (perhaps the 

associated environmental conditions rarely happen), the energy and material costs of its 

maintenance may not be justified and it would therefore be a source of selective 

disadvantage (DeWitt et al., 1998). When the source of flexibility of a particular species is 

limited, such as the large brain size of orangutans, flexibility can even slow down the 

selective response, therefore making the species more vulnerable (van Schaik, 2013).  

Phenotypic plasticity includes all environmentally induced changes, such as 

morphological, developmental and behavioural processes, with different organisms using 

different methods to achieve the same goal (Price et al., 2003). Plants routinely respond by 

modifying their growth pattern (Schlichting, 1986) – for example, many species grow 

thicker but smaller leaves in direct sunlight, therefore maximising photosynthesis and 

minimising overheating, respectively (Lambers and Poorter, 1992; Rozendaal et al., 2006). 

However, animals are rarely capable of such a feat, as they have a more limited control 

over their growth and development (Cheng et al., 2011; Androwski et al., 2017). When it 

does happen in adult animals, it is mostly restricted to changes in inner organs, such as an 

increase in the size of the intestines in response to poor diet (Hammond and Wunder, 1991; 

Starck and Beese, 2001). 

Behavioural plasticity is the preferred method of animals to respond to changing 

environmental conditions (Tinbergen, 1951; Snell-Rood, 2013). This confers a faster and 

often modulated response opportunity as opposed to morphological or physiological 

changes, although its effects and benefits are often more limited. There are two main 
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types: exogenous (triggered by external stimuli, such as temperature or food availability) 

and endogenous (triggered by internal changes, such as circadian rhythms or feeding 

levels) (Stamps, 2015) with many reactions being complex interactions of the two. For 

example, fasted mice (endogenous) eat more when presented with food (exogenous) 

(Ellacott et al., 2010).  

Most behaviours are believed to be influenced by a large number of genes (Shaw, 

1996; de Moor et al., 2015). Even the simplest movement requires the coordinated action 

of multiple muscles and neurons. The strength of activity of each can often be modulated 

by interneurons that bring together information from multiple sources through multimodal 

sensory processing (Metaxakis et al., 2018). Unsurprisingly, there is individual variation in 

behavioural plasticity between animals of a given species (Stamps, 2015). Some of this is 

due to juvenile experiences affecting the development of the behaviour through the 

lifetime of an animal (Rodríguez et al., 2013; Williams et al., 1992), but much of it is 

expected to be linked to different genetic backgrounds (Ashkenazi et al., 1993; Hariri, 

2009). The problem facing behavioural genetics is therefore two-fold: even small 

differences in the genetic background of animals can have an effect on behaviour and even 

the simplest changes in behaviour can be modulated in many ways. As such, studies of 

phenotypic plasticity should incorporate both genomic and phenomic methods to provide 

a more holistic description by looking at the whole animal (Forsman, 2015). While this is 

difficult to do in practice due to time and resource constraints, there has been an increasing 

effort in recent years for such studies to be carried out (Gerlai, 2015; Houle et al., 2010), 

with the nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans serving as an excellent model organism 

for such purposes (McDiarmid et al., 2017; Yemini et al., 2013a). 

1.2 Caenorhabditis elegans 

1.2.1 General properties and maintenance 

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is a well-known model organism used across 

many fields of biological study due to three main reasons: it is easy to maintain and its 

biology is relatively stereotyped – at the same time however, most of its biological 

processes parallel the ones found in other animals. It was first described as Rhabditidis 
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elegans (Maupas, 1900), and, together with other worm species, was mostly ignored in 

favour of other model organisms until being renamed and assigned its own genus in the 

1950s (Dougherty, 1955). Early work on the species focused on creating an easily replicable 

model system by reducing the extrinsic sources of variability (Ferris and Hieb, 2015), but it 

was quickly recognised as an excellent model organism to understand development and 

the nervous system soon after (Brenner, 2001). Since then, much scientific research has 

been done on this small worm and there is still much more to learn from it.  

C. elegans is a non-parasitic worm commonly found in compost heaps around the 

world (Félix and Braendle, 2010). It is only 1 mm in length, but it is unsegmented, bilaterally 

symmetrical and transparent, therefore observation of its main organs is straightforward 

under a microscope. The worm lacks some of the organ systems many other animal 

species, including humans have, such as respiratory and circulatory systems, but it has 

many of the typical organ systems, such as a digestive track (with clearly observable mouth, 

pharynx and intestines) and a reproductive system, among others (Wallace et al., 1996), 

thereby allowing for the investigation of the principles of function of these.  

C. elegans displays eutely, or an invariant cell lineage, meaning that individuals can 

be compared easily on a cellular level in different scientific studies (Dougherty and 

Calhoun, 1948). As the adult hermaphrodite worm only has 959 somatic cells (in addition 

to about 2000 germ cells), it is in fact possible to describe the full developmental cell 

lineage cell division by cell division from the zygote to the adult animal (Sulston, 1977; 

Sulston et al., 1980; Alberts et al., 2002; Sammut et al., 2015). This is a pain-staking process 

that has only been carried out in a small number of animal species, but it provides an 

excellent opportunity for the study of development on a cellular level (Sternberg, 2017), 

both by genetic mutant screens (Greenwald et al., 1983; Ambros and Horvitz, 1984) and 

laser ablations of individual cells (Sulston and White, 1980; Kimble, 1981).  

The worm has a relatively small genome: only 100 Mb distributed over six 

chromosomes. As such, it was the first multi-cellular animal to be fully sequenced (C. 

elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998), allowing for easier research study designs than in 

species without a fully-sequenced genome. While it may have a small genome, this genome 

shares many features and characteristics with the larger genomes of other animals, 
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allowing for the study of the general modes of genomic action. It has about 20,000 genes 

(roughly the same number as humans) and it uses alternative splicing to get multiple 

transcripts from many of them (Hillier et al., 2005; Zahler, 2005; Barberan-Soler and Zahler, 

2008). In fact, about a third of the nematode genes have human homologues and these 

human homologues are functional in the worm when replacing the worm version of the 

gene (Sonnhammer and Durbin, 1997; Lai et al., 2000; Shaye and Greenwald, 2011). It has 

many non-coding RNAs, allowing for an additional layer of transcriptional control, including 

the first microRNA described in animals, piwi-associated RNAs and long intervening RNAs, 

among others (Lee et al., 1993; Stricklin et al., 2005; Wang and Reinke, 2008; Nam and 

Bartel, 2012). Worm chromosomes organise themselves into topologically associated 

domains for better spatial accessibility, although the organisation tends to be more locally 

restricted than in other animals (Crane et al., 2015; Dekker and Heard, 2015; Janes et al., 

2018).  

The only animal whose adult form has had its full neuron-by-neuron connectome 

described is C. elegans (White et al., 1986; Varshney et al., 2011). The hermaphrodite worm 

has 302 neurons which form about 7000 chemical synapses (2000 of which are 

neuromuscular junctions). While there have been some suggestions that such a small size 

would require some unique structures not present in other animals with larger nervous 

system, so far it seems that much of the general architecture of the worm brain displays 

properties similar to biological networks of similar complexity (Watts and Strogatz, 1998; 

Sporns and Kötter, 2004; Bargmann, 2012; Towlson et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2017). Many of 

the neurotransmitters used by other animals, such as dopamine, GABA, serotonin, 

octopamine and tyramine are present in the worm, although in some cases they are used 

in somewhat different ways (Jorgensen, 2005; Chase, 2007). Worm scientists have also 

been at the forefront of studying the function of neuropeptides, small molecules modifying 

neuronal function largely outside the synaptic connectome. In fact, C. elegans is the only 

animal to have had its partial ‘wireless’ connectome described (Bargmann, 2012; Bentley 

et al., 2016). All of these properties of the nervous system has made the worm one of the 

best model organisms for discovering both the general principles of nervous systems and 

the general structure of specific pathways present in other animals. 
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Many biological processes of the worm are influenced via hormonal pathways. 

While the worm lacks an endocrine system as sophisticated as what vertebrates have, it 

makes use of a number of hormone pathway-related gene homologues as regulators 

(Antebi, 2006; Höss and Weltje, 2007). There are many pathways affecting processes 

ranging from ovulation to olfaction (Gissendanner et al., 2004; Sengupta et al., 1994), with 

the best-known pathways (insulin, TGF-β and steroid signalling) influencing longevity by 

jointly modulating stress response, ageing and the diapause, among others (Baumeister et 

al., 2006; Thondamal et al., 2014). Correspondingly, the behaviour of the worms is often 

affected in strains that have defective genes in one of these pathways (Gerisch et al., 2001; 

Riddle and Albert, 1997). 

C. elegans has many properties that make it easy to maintain under laboratory 

conditions. It is only 1 mm in length and not cannibalistic, therefore many worms can be 

kept on a single plate, increasing throughput. It can be grown in either axenic or monoxenic 

culture, although there are significant differences in the development, aging and behaviour 

of the worms between the two feeding conditions (Croll et al., 1977; Jansson et al., 1986). 

In a monoxenic culture, the worm is typically fed a live E. coli strain, often OP50. Neither 

the worm nor most of the commonly used bacterial strains are pathogenic or toxic, making 

everyday laboratory work quite simple.  

Most research focuses on hermaphrodite worms and how they behave, despite the 

reproductive system of C. elegans actually being androdioecy, the coexistence of 

hermaphrodites and males. This reproductive system is quite rare as opposed to true 

hermaphroditism or dioecy (Pannell, 2002). C. elegans is capable of self-fertilisation, 

allowing for the straightforward homogenisation of the genome and therefore easy 

maintenance. At the same time, balancer chromosomes can be used to set up complex 

crossing schemes when needed. In the wild, males are rare and often only appear in a 

population under bad conditions to enable mixing of the genome through sexual 

reproduction (Stewart and Phillips, 2002). However, these bad conditions can be easily 

recapitulated under laboratory conditions by using a heat shock to obtain male worms, 

therefore there is a relatively simple method to set up crosses when specific new genes are 

to be introduced.  
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The genetics of the worm can be manipulated in a number of different ways 

depending on the goal of a project (Fay, 2013). Forward mutagenesis screens examine the 

phenotypic effects of random mutations in the genome induced by chemicals or radiation 

(Brenner, 1974; Kutscher, 2014). Reverse genetics techniques can identify the phenotypic 

effects of a defined set of genomic components (usually genes) by specifically targeting 

them using, for example, RNAi knockdown through the consumption of bacteria expressing 

the right RNA (Ahringer, 2006). While these two approaches are relatively straightforward 

to implement, they do not permanently change the genome of the worm in a targeted way. 

This can instead be achieved through gene-targeted mutagenesis, for example through the 

use of the CRISPR/Cas system (Dickinson and Goldstein, 2016). 

The brood size and short generation time of the worm both help in experimental 

design. A self-fertilised hermaphrodite normally lays around 300 viable embryos, 

consequently there are almost always enough worms for experiments. The short 

generation time also helps with this, while also ensuring that genetic crosses and genetic 

manipulations can be carried out much faster than in other animals. However, a short 

generation time also allows for random mutations to build up faster over time. In fact, 

significant genetic drift has been observed in the lab strain N2 across many research groups 

over the world (Gems and Riddle, 2000). 

The remarkable resilience of the worm to different conditions is well-known. It can 

enter a diapause stage and survive for months, therefore making recovery possible from 

most old plates. Another property allowing for simpler distribution around the world is that 

the worm is one of the few animals that can be cryogenically frozen efficiently as a whole 

organism, remaining viable for decades. This latter fact can also resolve the issue of 

building up mutations, as stocks can be reset to more ancient versions with little trouble. 

However, it is important to note that both diapause and freezing confer certain epigenetic 

effects to the worm that take a few generations to clear out of its genome (Jobson et al., 

2015).  
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1.2.2 Behaviour 

C. elegans displays a remarkably wide array of behaviours despite its size that it 

uses in response to the environment changing around it (Hart, 2006a). Most of these 

behaviours can be broken down and analysed under laboratory conditions to describe it in 

detail and identify the environmental conditions, genes and neurons that are necessary for 

it. The behaviours include mechanosensation or the response to touch, chemosensation or 

the response to attractant and repulsive chemicals, and various social behaviours such as 

aggregation or the response to other animals. Much of worm behaviour is modulated by 

the internal state, such as the satiety level and the larval stage, and by external 

environmental conditions, such as temperature, humidity and oxygen levels. In addition, 

the worm can undertake certain stereotyped behaviours that are in some cases only 

observed under special environmental conditions, such as nictation that is used as a 

dispersal strategy in the wild (Lee et al., 2011). Another example is the L1 aggregation 

behaviour in response to starvation that was only observed in the laboratory because there 

are small amounts of ethanol in the standard NGM plates that worms are routinely reared 

on (Artyukhin et al., 2015). It is therefore important to keep an open mind when 

considering the phenome (the full set of phenotypes) of the worm – it is entirely possible 

that certain behaviours have simply not been observed due to the worm not having been 

exposed to the appropriate conditions in a scientific research setting. 

Behaviour can be studied using mutant screens just as all other biological functions 

of the worm. In fact, many of the earliest genetic mutants isolated were defined by a 

behavioural feature (Brenner, 1974). The earliest mutants were mostly defined as 

‘uncoordinated’ – this covered anything from phenotypes of almost complete lack of 

motion to relatively small head twitches. Since these early studies, many more behavioural 

mutants have been isolated and described, helping the understanding of the underlying 

genetic, cellular and neuronal functions. However, mutant screens have a limited use when 

trying to understand the evolution of behavioural traits, as experimenters are prone to 

choosing strong phenotypes that would likely have less fitness in a natural environment. 

Naturally occurring alleles are expected to have more subtle phenotypes that would be 

difficult to pick up in a laboratory setting.  
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1.2.3 Natural variation 

The N2 worm strain is genetically distinct from all wild isolates of C. elegans while 

being used as the wild type strain in most studies (Sterken et al., 2015), with two key 

sources of this variation.  

First, the strain was not frozen for almost 20 years after isolation and as the worm 

has a natural mutation rate of about 2 per generation, this caused significant genetic drift 

with potentially thousands of seemingly neutral mutations (Denver et al., 2004; McGrath 

et al., 2009; Riddle, 1997). In addition, C. elegans was initially kept in a mixed 

hermaphrodite and male population, mixing its genome further, before a single 

hermaphrodite animal was chosen and labelled as N2 in a bottleneck event (Brown, 2003). 

Second, conditions in a laboratory provide very different selective pressures 

compared to the natural environment. In some cases, it is hard to judge whether the effect 

was positive or negative, such as with the axenic and monoxenic culture conditions. For 20 

years, the worms were kept on cultures that contained no bacteria as a food source, as 

research mostly focused on investigating nutritional requirements and it was easier to 

chemically define the medium in this way (Hansen et al., 1960). Axenic culture conditions 

modulate many aspects of the worm’s biology and therefore the overall selective pressure 

likely depends on other factors, as well (Lenaerts et al., 2008). However, it is possible to 

determine the directional effects of some other conditions, even if not all of them have a 

well-described genetic variant associated with them. For example, there is plenty of food, 

no predation and constant temperature on a plate, therefore removing many sources of 

stress. On the other hand, certain stress responses are constantly triggered, as the worm 

is kept on a two dimensional plate at an oxygen concentration much higher than what it is 

used to (Rogers et al., 2006). In fact, the latter issue resulted in one of the most well-known 

genetic differences between the N2 strain and wild isolates, the laboratory-specific allele 

of the neuropeptide Y receptor gene npr-1. It is believed that the mutation arose 

spontaneously and was propagated during routine maintenance due to scientists 

unconsciously selecting worms in a biased way, as worms that carry the natural 215F allele 
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of npr-1 aggregate into tight clusters on food at atmospheric levels of oxygen, but the N2 

strain does not. Worms not in a cluster were selectively picked, leading to the fixation of 

the mutation (Sterken et al., 2015). The hyperactive NPR-1 protein of the N2 strain causes 

multiple phenotypes, many of which are thought to be linked to aerotaxis or oxygen 

sensing (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998; Gray et al., 2004). However, it likely causes effects 

unrelated to oxygen sensing, such as lowering the crawling speed and modulating the 

pheromone response and pathogen avoidance behaviours (Macosko et al., 2009; Persson 

et al., 2009; Reddy et al., 2009). As a result of these sources of unconscious artificial 

selection, N2 worms actually have a higher fitness in laboratory conditions than other wild 

isolates (Duveau and Félix, 2012; Weber et al., 2010). 

Both of these sources of variation likely still exist today. Comparison of the N2 

strains of different labs has revealed differences in the life span (Gems and Riddle, 2000) 

and in the heritability of certain traits, such as the fecundity (Andersen et al., 2014; 

Gutteling et al., 2007). As such, design of experiments needs to carefully take variation into 

account. Additionally, these findings illustrate the potential in examining the natural 

genetic variation of C. elegans using wild type isolates, as the background clearly has a large 

effect on the biology of the worms. Early efforts to do this have focussed on looking at the 

differences between the N2 and CB4856 (Hawaiian) strains and made use of introgression 

lines (or nearly isogenic lines), where most of the genome corresponds to one of the 

parents with a small segment originating from the donor, and recombinant inbred strains, 

where more of the genome originates from the donor (Andersen et al., 2015a; Doroszuk et 

al., 2009). However, there are many more worm isolates from all over the world that would 

be able to provide additional power to genome wide association studies. 

Over 1800 strains of C. elegans have been isolated from all over the world at 

temperate climates on all continents apart from Antarctica (Andersen et al., 2012; Kiontke 

et al., 2011). It is not surprising that few worms have been isolated in tropical regions, as 

the worm is known to dislike hot temperatures: its fecundity significantly decreases over 

25 degrees and it exhibits strong thermotaxis, as well as a reflexive withdrawal reaction 

upon acute heat stimuli (Wittenburg and Baumeister, 1999; Garrity et al., 2010). 

Interestingly, similarly few strains have been found in continental climates, such as in 
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Eastern Europe and the Midwestern United States, probably because these areas tend to 

see larger variations in temperature over the course of a year. It has been noted that local 

populations of C. elegans tend to be genetically distinct from each other despite low global 

diversity, implying the importance of bottleneck effects (Barrière and Félix, 2005; Fitch, 

2005). In turn, this suggests that the distinct genetic backgrounds could be an important 

source of adaptation and, consequently, phenotypic differences (Cook et al., 2016a; 

Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997). While it has been prohibitively expensive and time-

consuming to carry out large-scale phenotypic screens and genome-wide association 

studies until recently, this has now changed thanks to CeNDR. 

1.2.3.1 CeNDR 

The Caenorhabditis elegans Natural Diversity Resource (CeNDR) is a recently 

developed tool used to understand the genetic components underlying natural variation 

of phenotypes (Cook et al., 2016b). It consists of almost 200, carefully selected and fully 

sequenced strains divided into distinct sets of worms, including a so-called ‘divergent’ set 

containing 12 strains that are known to encompass most of the currently known global 

natural genetic variation in C. elegans. The genome-wide sequence and variant data is 

freely available online, and is continually updated when new information is available. The 

tool is completed by an intuitive online genome wide association mapping portal that can 

be used to identify quantitative trait loci. CeNDR is quickly growing into a popular resource 

used by research groups around the world and has already been used to identify alleles 

associated with climate parameters and variation in phoretic behaviour (Evans et al., 2016; 

Lee et al., 2017a). 

1.3 Feeding behaviour 

The diverse range of feeding behaviours animals exhibit serves as the mechanistic 

link between physiology and behaviour (Simpson and Raubenheimer, 2012). All animals 

need to eat to restore energy and resources, but this is often modulated by complex 

interactions between external and internal states (Srinivasan et al., 2017). The multimodal 

integration of these signals takes place in the nervous system and involves both neuronal 

and hormonal signalling (Magni et al., 2009). The feedback mechanisms are homeostatic: 
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input is received from the digestive system and the endocrine system that includes signals 

from the adipose tissue and the muscles. Correspondingly, the genetic and neural networks 

underlying feeding are vast (Grimm and Steinle, 2011; Sohn et al., 2013), and even genes 

not normally associated with behaviour can have a major effect. For example, 

neuropeptide Y acts as mediator of feeding when animals are under stress and oxytocin 

can lead to weight loss by reducing food intake in humans (interestingly, there seems to be 

little conscious element, as appetite is not reduced) (Lawson, 2017; Reichmann and Holzer, 

2016). Such a gigantic genetic network means that most feeding behaviours are complex 

traits – they are likely affected by many genes and potentially by many non-coding genetic 

elements, as well (Boyle et al., 2017). As such, correlating genetic variation between 

individuals and the corresponding phenotypes would likely reveal more about the overall 

behaviour. 

Human metabolism displays significant genome-wide variation with many different 

biological processes involved. The most widely reported correlates relate to changes in the 

metabolite composition in the blood serum, but mental traits and BMI have also been 

linked to genetic variations (Hebebrand et al., 2018; Illig et al., 2010; Kastenmüller et al., 

2015). In addition, feeding behaviour and body weight genome wide association studies 

have described new brain specific protein-protein interaction networks and identified 

target genes that are involved in signal transduction and transcriptional regulation 

(Ignatieva et al., 2016). Some animals other than humans have also had their full genome 

tested to identify genetic differences linked to feeding behaviours. While much of the  

research has focussed on how livestock are affected by their genetic background (Li et al., 

2016; Reyer et al., 2017), some model organisms have been interrogated to gain a more 

detailed understanding, such as how zebrafish modulate their feeding in the presence of 

aversive stimuli or what the genetic architecture underlying foraging behaviour is in 

Drosophila (Lee et al., 2017b; Oswald and Robison, 2008). Although the GWA studies that 

have been carried out until now reveal interesting details about the overall genetic 

structure underlying feeding, no study has looked at just one particular behaviour despite 

the advantage of being able to go into more detail. A well-known and discrete behaviour is 

necessary for such a study and it should exist in multiple animal species. 
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Most of us have experienced a sense of drowsiness after consuming a large meal. 

This state is called postprandial somnolence (also known as postprandial sleep and food 

coma) and is a normal response to such a feeding event (Zammit et al., 1995). If allowed, 

people tend to fall asleep at the peak of the postprandial rise in body temperature, and the 

sleep shows no difference compared to other sleeps when measured through EEG 

recordings (Zammit et al., 1992). Contrary to popular belief, the underlying cause is not a 

redistribution of the blood flow (the brain’s blood flow is very carefully maintained at all 

times), but rather the action of the parasympathetic nervous system and neurohormonal 

pathways (Bazar et al., 2004). Interestingly, the nutritional source (high-fat or high-

carbohydrate) seem to matter little in terms of triggering the behaviour, as long as the 

meal was high in calories. However, the sleep onset latency is affected depending on 

whether the food was solid or liquid (Orr et al., 1997). This suggests that the postprandial 

somnolence behavioural pathway receives sensory input on the physical properties of the 

food, a feature that could be important when looking at other animals. 

Animals other than humans also display behaviours similar to postprandial sleep, 

including mice, rats and fruit flies (Belobrajdic et al., 2016; Borbély, 1977; Donlea et al., 

2017; Murphy et al., 2016; Yamaguchi, 2017). These model organisms have been used to 

describe the dynamics of the behaviour, and to identify related behavioural processes such 

as olfaction and some conserved parts of the neurohormonal pathway. While there have 

been efforts to increase the throughput of analysis, especially in Drosophila (Murphy et al., 

2017), this is technically difficult and an easier-to-manipulate organism would be useful to 

understand the behaviour further. 

1.4 Satiety quiescence 

C. elegans was assumed not to display a satiety quiescence behaviour for a long 

time. Most observations suggested that the worms always move regardless of how long 

they had been on food. It was then discovered that the standard worm food, the E. coli 

bacterial strain OP50 was not in fact the preferred food of the worm and given the occasion 

to choose, they prefer bacteria that are smaller (Shtonda and Avery, 2006a). While OP50 

E. coli is relatively small, it clumps well, therefore making its effective size quite high. In 

contrast, the E. coli strain HB101 does not clump and is therefore a preferred food source. 
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Additionally, the worm was observed to enter a completely motionless state when reared 

on HB101 alone, prompting research into describing it further. 

Satiety quiescence is a feeding related behaviour dependent on the quality of the 

food and the satiety levels of the worm (You et al., 2008a). It was originally defined as lack 

of motion and eating that lasts 10 seconds or longer right after observation commences 

under a microscope. It was confirmed as a feeding behaviour using several tests:  

- feeding mutants, such as eat-2 (pharyngeal pumping mutant) and act-5 

(intestinal absorption mutant) display weaker or completely absent quiescence,  

- the behaviour is stronger on better quality food source and, in fact, it is not 

observed on OP50 at all, 

- the feeding state of the worm modulates the behaviour (it is stronger when the 

worm is fasted, see details below), 

- worms that subsequently enter the quiescent state eat more, as measured by 

the accumulation of GFP-labelled bacteria. 

The dynamics of the behaviour were also recorded, as it appeared to change over 

time. Individual worms were allowed to feed for three hours on a plate before the initial 

observation, followed by another scoring after six hours that noted a more pronounced 

behaviour. However, the experiments continued to be difficult to reproduce, therefore a 

new paradigm was introduced: fasting and refeeding. As part of this experimental 

procedure, young adult worms fast overnight before they are allowed to refeed. The 

behaviour is enhanced in multiple ways: a) worms stay quiescent for considerably longer 

than 10 seconds, b) worms on OP50 also display quiescence, albeit not as strongly as the 

ones on HB101, c) the behaviour is more reversible – when the worm is poked, it is more 

likely to re-enter the state, and d) the feeding rate is higher when refeeding. The satiety 

state is transient, as the duration of quiescent periods decreases after six hours and almost 

completely disappears after one day.  

The genetic network of satiety quiescence is linked to peptidergic signalling, the use 

of peptides as neurotransmitters. Mutations in genes necessary for the production of these 
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peptides, such as the proprotein convertase egl-3 and the carboxy-peptidase egl-21, cause 

an abolition of the behaviour. A similar effect can be observed with the loss of unc-31, a 

calcium-dependent activator protein for secretion that is a part of the peptide-specific 

synaptic secretion pathway, although this protein is also necessary for nonpeptidergic 

signalling due to its role in dense vesicle docking (Hammarlund et al., 2008). However, 

nonpeptidergic neurotransmission does not appear to be involved, as strains with 

mutations in their dopamine (cat-2), muscarinic (gar-3) and serotonin pathways (tph-1 and 

ser-1) continue to respond as N2 wild types. 

The daf-7 mediated TGF-β pathway in the ASI neurons is a crucial component of 

satiety quiescence. The ASI neurons integrate environmental information and form an 

important part of a sparse multi-neuron code that measures food abundance (Entchev et 

al., 2015; Zaslaver et al., 2015). In the context of satiety quiescence, they have been shown 

to fire in response to food during refeeding, in addition to expressing DAF-7 (Gallagher et 

al., 2013a). In fact, while daf-7 mutant worms do not display quiescence, an ASI-specific 

rescue of the mutation restores the phenotype completely, providing further support to 

the link between the food abundance neuronal code and satiety quiescence. However, this 

connection does not hold up perfectly, as the former uses serotonin signalling (through the 

action of tph-1) to regulate gene expression responses, while SQ does not seem to use any 

nonpeptidergic signalling, as mentioned earlier.  

As such, DAF-7 must act on SQ through one of the other pathways it is a part of and 

this action has been partially elucidated over the years. SQ specific action of DAF-7 requires 

the ASI-specific expression of the guanylyl cyclase DAF-11, a well-known component of the 

TGF-β pathway that was in fact first identified as a regulator of DAF-7 (Murakami et al., 

2001). In fact, treatment with a stable analogue of cGMP, 8-bromo-cGMP, rescues the loss 

of quiescence in daf-11 mutants. These results have prompted research into the role of 

cGMP signalling in feeding and appetite in other animals, and revealed the existence of an 

unknown satiety signalling system in mammals, the uroguanylin-GUCY2C system 

(Valentino et al., 2011).   

Further downstream, DAF-7 activates two TGF-β receptors, DAF-1 and DAF-4. DAF-

1 is mostly expressed in the RIM and RIC neurons where it is involved in pharyngeal 
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pumping and fat storage, among other processes (Greer et al., 2008). These neurons are 

activated during starvation and their laser ablation rescues the loss of quiescence 

phenotype of daf-1. However, they do not act through their well-described octopamine 

pathway, as even acute treatment with octopamine does not have an effect on the 

behaviour (Alkema et al., 2005). This is unexpected, as the pathway is known to activate 

during starvation and its homologues are linked to sleep in fruit flies (Crocker et al., 2010; 

Suo et al., 2006). Instead, the SQ-related activity happens through the activation of the 

protein kinase G (PKG) EGL-4. In an N2 lab strain background, its loss-of-function mutant 

shows complete abolition of SQ, while the gain-of-function mutant shows a much stronger 

behaviour. EGL-4 is an important downstream hub protein for the SQ behaviour, as its gain-

of-function mutant can rescue many of the mutants that are further upstream, such as daf-

7, daf-11 and daf-1. However, it does not rescue the daf-4 mutant, implying that this 

pathway operates at least partially independently. As the DAF-4 TGF-β receptor activates 

in response to the DBL-1 TGF-β ligand, too, the associated Sma/Mab pathway could also 

have an impact on SQ (Daniels et al., 2000; Roberts et al., 2010). 

A wide range of food-seeking behaviours are affected by egl-4 and therefore it has 

been described as a potential volume knob of evolution (Avery, 2010). These ‘knobs’ are 

essentially genes that influence a large number of biological processes, therefore changes 

in their activity, expression pattern or modulation would have a large overall effect on the 

animal, essentially ‘tuning’ its behaviour. EGL-4 controls food choice behaviour, body size, 

life span and of course feeding related behavioural states (Fujiwara et al., 2002a; Hirose et 

al., 2003; Shtonda and Avery, 2006a). As a cGMP-dependent kinase, many pathways can 

activate it, including Notch signalling and the guanylate cyclases GCY-35 and GCY-36 (Mok 

et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2011). Consequently, it remains unclear how the upstream 

elements of the SQ pathway activate it, as DAF-11 is part of its own cGMP pathway itself, 

as mentioned above. It is possible that DAF-11 and DAF-7 act through independent 

pathways before using egl-4 as an integrator protein.  

The PKG gene also has homologues in other animals, such as the well-described 

foraging in Drosophila where it is an important part of feeding by controlling larvae 

behaviour and adult plasticity in response to food availability (Kent et al., 2009; Osborne 
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et al., 1997). Interestingly, the gene has two naturally occurring epigenetic variants that 

have a defining effect on the behaviour of the larvae, with one version promoting more 

movement and the other less, resulting in ‘rover’ and ‘sitter’ larvae, respectively (Ben-

Shahar, 2017; Kaun et al., 2008). In addition, homologues of the gene have a role in the 

feeding behaviour of the nematode Pristionchus pacificus, honeybees and mice (Kaun and 

Sokolowski, 2009; Kroetz et al., 2012; Maimaitiyiming et al., 2015). In particular, the EGL-4 

homologue in P. pacificus is an important source of behavioural variation, in line with the 

expectation that it acts as a modulator across different species (Hong et al., 2008). 

Homologues of the gene are also expressed in humans where they have a wide range of 

effects, including smooth muscle function and antitumor activity in breast cancer 

(Hofmann et al., 2006; Karami-Tehrani et al., 2012).  

Several other genetic pathways have been implicated in satiety quiescence. The 

insulin daf-2 is upstream of egl-4 (You et al., 2008a), while the salt-inducible serine-

threonine kinase kin-29 forms a partly parallel pathway to it (van der Linden et al., 2008). 

The latter gene regulates chemoreceptors in a cAMP-dependent way involving protein 

kinase A. In addition, satiety quiescence depends on fat metabolism pathways, including 

the action of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, the SREBP-SCD pathway and nuclear hormone 

receptors (Hyun et al., 2016). When these pathways are disrupted and fat cannot be stored 

efficiently, the worms are less likely to enter the SQ state. Using this mechanism, worms 

can integrate information about their long-term metabolic status with information about 

the short-term food availability in their environment. This is part of the reason why the SQ 

state tends to be more transient and cyclical compared to other sleep states.  

The worm has two other sleep-like states, developmentally induced sleep or 

lethargus, and stress-induced sleep (Trojanowski and Raizen, 2016). These two states 

satisfy all behavioural conditions to be defined as true sleep, including three that have not 

yet been examined for satiety quiescence: higher arousal threshold, stereotypic shapes and 

homeostatic responses in response to deprivation (rebound sleep and higher mortality). 

As the phenotype is fundamentally similar, it is expected that there will be some 

connections between the genetic network underlying them. Little research has been done 

to test this hypothesis, but the key gene egl-4 is known to be involved in all three sleep 
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behaviours (Raizen et al., 2008; Van Buskirk and Sternberg, 2007). At the same time, the 

similarities are likely limited, as GABAergic signalling and circadian rhythm proteins have 

both been implicated in lethargus, neither of which has been shown to affect satiety 

quiescence (Dabbish and Raizen, 2011; Jeon et al., 1999).  

Most animals display different locomotion-defined behavioural states. There are 

typically two major states, an active state that is often associated with food seeking and an 

inactive resting state (Goulding et al., 2008; Herbers, 1981). This has been observed in C. 

elegans as it moves around on its standard food with its fast state called ‘roaming’ and its 

slow state called ‘dwelling’ (Fujiwara et al., 2002a). The former is characterised by high 

overall speed and low frequency of turning, while the latter involves small, local 

movements with frequent turning (Arous et al., 2009). The behaviour is associated with 

feeding, as it depends on the food availability with lower bacterial concentrations causing 

more roaming. Many of the pathways associated with SQ also affect the duration and 

transitions between roaming and dwelling, such as the insulin, the TGF-β and EGL-4 

pathways. However, the behaviour is also modulated by other signals, such as serotonin 

causing a slowing response after a short starvation period (Flavell et al., 2013; Sawin et al., 

2000). While it has long been observed that satiated worms enter a motionless state, it 

was not until the food preference of C. elegans had been described that this was identified 

as a feeding state of its own, the quiescent state (Shtonda and Avery, 2006a; You et al., 

2008a). However, the states are difficult to study manually, therefore continuous 

observation was expected to be helpful in refining the understanding behind the 

behavioural states. Indeed, recording the worm over longer periods of time established the 

more nuanced view that different states are theoretically difficult to define (Gallagher et 

al., 2013b). Although unbiased state discovery still identified three behavioural states for 

most worms based on their speed and other speed-derived measures (such as the 

acceleration), there was little uniformity across the species. In fact, not only do the 

parameters of states differ between worms kept in different conditions, between different 

worm strains and between individuals within a single condition, it also appears that the 

states are not stable through time in an individual either, prompting considerations that 

the state space might even be continuous altogether. However, an important caveat of this 

research is that only speed-related features were included. As such, it has been proposed 
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that incorporating shape-based features would have the potential to define the states 

better, especially as stereotypical postures are an important hallmark of developmentally 

induced sleep (Iwanir et al., 2013). 

1.5 High-throughput screens and big data  

Advances in recording and computational technologies over recent years have 

allowed more high-throughput screens to be carried out than in the past, ushering in an 

era of big behavioural data. Tools of big data are already commonly used to achieve 

incredible results in the pharmaceuticals and chemicals industries, as well as by internet 

companies, educational institutions and governments, among others (Hoerl et al., 2014), 

but this new era is set to be transformational on a whole different level for behavioural 

science (Gomez-Marin et al., 2014; Shmueli, 2017). Behaviour, by its very nature, has many 

dimensions and is modulated by many different variables. High-throughput screens can 

take many more measurements from many more samples than traditional experiments. 

Big data also introduces new challenges to scientific research, especially in terms of 

study design and the subsequent analysis. Perhaps the most well-known example is that 

the number of comparisons tends to be several orders of magnitude higher than in 

traditional experiments, therefore requiring multiple hypotheses correction during 

statistical analysis. Despite assertions to the contrary (Ioannidis, 2005), most scientists 

realise and address this problem. However, the methods used to define the right sample 

size or significance threshold are not straightforward to implement and in some cases 

simply do not exist yet due to the speed of progress in the field, therefore biologists are 

sometimes forced to make pragmatic choices and use approximations.  

The role of big behavioural data is to identify the right questions to ask. So little is 

known about the variables affecting behaviour, let them be external conditions, such as 

temperature or humidity, or internal effectors, such as the genetic background. While high-

throughput methods are not able to provide detailed descriptions of these, they can give 

a broad overview of the problem and help conventional experimentalists focus their 

efforts. 
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1.6 Goals and hypotheses 

There are two hypotheses and two corresponding goals that serve as the 

foundation of this project, both of them based on what is known about the satiety 

quiescence behaviour and natural variation. The first hypothesis is that while the behaviour 

is complex, it can be decomposed into independently heritable and measurable 

components and that these components can also be used to describe the behaviour in 

more detail. The origins of this argument are in the endophenotype model first defined for 

human psychiatric diseases (Gottesman and Gould, 2003; Gottesman and Shields, 1973), 

but since successfully applied in model organisms, as well (Ford, 2014; Scoriels et al., 2015; 

Vargas et al., 2016). The goal corresponding to this hypothesis is the identification of novel 

behavioural features that break down satiety quiescence into more easily understandable 

parts. 

In Chapter 3, I describe a set of data driven time series features that explain changes 

in the shape of the worm. As these changes are among the most universal of its behavioural 

phenotypes, applicable to many different applications, there have been many efforts to 

provide a reliable set of time series features, but most applications have been lacking 

specificity to a particular type of movement or body part. In this chapter, data-driven 

methods are used to define features that resolve this problem. 

New time series summary features focusing on the dynamics are introduced in 

Chapter 4. The complexity of worm behaviour time series has long been established, with 

bursts of activity, variable locomotion states and complete lack of motion following one 

another. Simply looking down a microscope allows the observer to note many different 

characteristics of motion, but only so many can be identified by the subjective eye or even 

the biased programmer extracting features from a recording. Instead, I use the ‘highly 

comparative time series analysis’ tool that includes thousands of time series summary 

features employed throughout many different fields of scientific research to choose a 

select few that are the best at describing the satiety quiescence behaviour (Fulcher and 

Jones, 2017). 
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The second assumption made is that there is natural variation present in the satiety 

quiescence behaviour among wild type C. elegans populations. Over the years, I have 

talked with many people about my project and its human behavioural equivalent, and 

there have been many different responses, ranging from not having experienced the state 

at all to differences between the frequency at which it occurs and the amount of food it 

requires. Of course, this is only anecdotal evidence, but there have been many well-

documented studies on the natural variation and the underlying genetic components of 

appetite behaviour and of the closely linked obesity (Baranski et al., 2018; Church et al., 

2010; Larder et al., 2017), therefore it is clear there is significant natural variation in human 

eating behaviour. At the same time, the worm is a much simpler organism than humans 

with similar levels, but differently distributed global genetic variability. Nevertheless, 

feeding is a complex behaviour for worms with many different genes and neurons 

associated with it, as well as detailed behavioural models describing it. The goal 

corresponding to the hypothesis was therefore to find evidence of such natural variation. 

Satiety quiescence in laboratory conditions is a peculiar behaviour and it was 

explored in detail with experiments being listed in Chapter 2. As there has been 

comparatively little research done into this behaviour, I carried out a string of experiments 

to describe its properties and the conditions necessary for its observation. This work 

contains an account of how each experiment led to the next one with one guiding principle: 

preparation of the high-throughput recording screen of the CeNDR wild type isolates. 

The description of natural diversity in satiety quiescence behaviour among the wild 

type isolates can be found in Chapter 5. The analysis focuses on identifying which 

characteristics of the behaviour are different between different isolates and what genomic 

regions are associated with each of these differences. In addition, it includes several 

specific candidate genes.  
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CHAPTER 2: DETERMINING EXPERIMENTAL AND SCREENING 

PROTOCOLS 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The effects of the general conditions C. elegans is reared in are well-documented. 

Temperature affects the growth rate and the brood size (Byerly et al., 1976), live bacterial 

food source can trigger immune reactions and reduce lifespan (Garigan et al., 2002; 

Sutphin and Kaeberlein, 2009) and the genetic background of the bacteria modulates drug 

response (Lucanic et al., 2017; Stastna et al., 2015), among other effects. These differences 

lead to different experimental paradigms where the conditions of an experiment are tightly 

controlled to return the same result and ensure that the same biological process is studied 

across experiments. While the concept of experimental paradigms was first described in 

the field of clinical psychology (Horwitz, 1987), it is now a principle commonly applied in 

most biological studies, including C. elegans behavioural studies (Ardiel and Rankin, 2010; 

Hart, 2006b; Riddle et al., 1997a; Teo et al., 2018).  

The satiety quiescence behaviour was first observed in C. elegans relatively recently 

after identifying its preferred dietary choices (Shtonda and Avery, 2006b; You et al., 

2008b). Consequently, there is no gold standard protocol or well-established behavioural 

paradigm used by all experimenters to generate the behaviour and my first step needed to 

be the determination of such a protocol by testing a number of different conditions.  

2.2 C. elegans general maintenance 

All worm strains were maintained on 60 mm diameter plastic Petri dishes filled with 

15 mL  of standard Nematode Growth Medium (NGM) seeded with either the HB101 or 

OP50 strains of Escherichia coli and incubated at 20 °C (Brenner, 1974). All maintenance 

and experimental work was carried out using a Zeiss Semi 2000-C stereoscope with the 

KL300 LED light source set at 3 or 4 light strength level, unless stated otherwise. 
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As starvation causes transgenerational effects on stress resistance (Jobson et al., 

2015b; Webster et al., 2018) and the fasting step of the satiety quiescence experimental 

protocol is stressful to worms (Larance et al., 2015), all worm strains were chunked to a 

fresh plate each generation, corresponding to every two days at 20 °C, to avoid starvation. 

C. elegans has a natural mutation rate of about 2 per genome per generation (Denver et 

al., 2004) and to avoid any effects from a spontaneous mutation, strains were not 

continuously maintained for more than 15 generations, or for about a month. Any strain 

needed for longer was thawed again from frozen stocks. 

Worms were frozen and thawed according to standard protocol (Stiernagle, 2006), 

mostly using the liquid freezing solution method. Briefly, freshly starved larvae (L1 or L2 

stage) were washed with S Buffer and aliquoted into sterile cryovial tubes. An equal volume 

of freezing solution (S buffer and 30% glycerine) was then added to each tube. The vials 

were frozen gradually to -80 °C and a test vial was used to confirm successful freezing. 

Freshly thawed strains were maintained for 4-6 generations before being used in an 

experiment, as it can take 3-4 generations for any transgenerational inheritance to be 

cleared (Houri-Ze’evi et al., 2016). Such an inheritance is likely present, as the freezing 

protocol included a starvation step (Jobson et al., 2015b). 

Similarly, contaminated plates were cleaned according to standard protocol 

(Stiernagle, 2006), mostly by simply chunking worms to a new plate, allowing them to crawl 

onto the food and chunking them again. Each cleaned strain was maintained for 4-6 

generations to avoid any transgenerational effects before being used again. 

2.3 C. elegans satiety quiescence experiments 

The satiety behaviour has been described as a sensitive and subtle behaviour that 

depends on a number of experimental factors. I initially set out to replicate the behaviour 

using a low-throughput, manual scoring assay, as this allows for more direct comparisons 

with previously published results. The identified conditions necessary for a reliable 

behaviour would later be used during the screening phase. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of satiety quiescence experimental protocol. Worms are young 

adults at the time when they are first picked. 

 

2.3.1 Manually scored experiments 

In all such experiments, young adult worms were picked individually to a fresh plate 

in the morning between 7.30 and 9 am (Figure 2.1). The plates were then left undisturbed 

on the lab bench, with an initial scoring taking place after 3 hours and a final scoring after 

6 hours. Care was taken to disturb the plate as little as possible when moving them to the 

stereoscope. The light source was kept at the low setting of 0.5-1 strength level for the 

same purpose. Temperature was recorded at the start and at the end of the experiment, 

and typically varied between 19 and 22 °C in the lab. A variation of this magnitude can 

sometimes cause behavioural changes in the worm, therefore this was taken into 

consideration during the experimental design of the screen (see 2.6.1 and Figure 2.14). 
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Plates were blinded to the experimenter using the following method. 1. Plates were 

marked with short keywords corresponding to the strain or the condition (usually made up 

of only 2 or 3 characters, like N2H corresponding to N2 worms maintained on HB101) using 

a permanent marker. 2. The worms were picked to the appropriate plate. 3. The keywords 

were covered with non-transparent tape. 4. The plates were moved around in a random 

fashion on the lab bench. 5. Each tape was then marked with a unique number that was 

used during the scoring part of the experiment. 6. Having completed the scoring, tapes 

were removed and the numbers were matched with the corresponding keywords and 

therefore conditions.  

The emergence time of the worm was recorded at both time points. This is defined 

as the length of time the worm spent without moving or eating immediately after being 

placed under the microscope, ignoring sub-second jerks or single pharyngeal pumps. As all 

plates had to be scored over a short period of time, the maximum emergence time was set 

at 30 seconds. After this, the plates were gently tapped against the microscope to make 

sure that the worm was still alive. A worm was considered to have displayed quiescence if 

the emergence time was over 10 seconds for at least one of the time points. Worms rarely 

died during the 6 hours of the experiment, but when this did happen, the worm was 

excluded from the analysis altogether, even if a successful scoring already took place at 3 

hours. 

2.3.2 Fasting vs non-fasting paradigms 

The first paper to be published on satiety quiescence described an experimental 

setup where simply providing the worms with their preferred bacterial strain HB101, as 

opposed to a less liked strain, such as DA837 or OP50, elicits quiescence behaviour (results 

of the replication attempt in Table 2.1). As freshly seeded and dried plates were expected 

to be preferable during the recording phase of the project due to a thinner lawn (allowing 

for a larger contrast between the worm and the agar) and no published source specifically 

suggested against them, these were tested alongside scoring plates that were seeded the 

day before the experiment followed by an overnight incubation at 37 °C (these plates were 

allowed to cool to room temperature before placing worms on them). All plates in all 
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subsequent experiments were seeded with 10 µlitre of bacterial solution, unless otherwise 

indicated. 

Food source Fresh vs overnight seeding % quiescent 

HB101 Fresh 6.7% 

HB101 Overnight 13% 

OP50 Fresh 10% 

OP50 Overnight 6.7% 

Table 2.1. The percentage of worms satisfying the satiety quiescence criteria (not moving 

or eating for 10 seconds or more during at least one of the two observation time points 

at 3 and 6 hours) under different conditions. The food sources were the E. coli strains 

HB101 and OP50. Seeding was either fresh: after seeding and drying, worms were picked 

onto it immediately, or overnight: after seeding and drying, they were incubated at 37 

°C overnight before picking worms. (n=30 for each condition) 

 

Although these initial experiments did not replicate the original published results, 

this was not unexpected. In fact, published sources since the 2008 paper almost never use 

the non-fasting paradigm and even when they do, most of the experiments in the study 

involve fasted worms, including subsequent papers by the original group. Instead, 

experiments into the behaviour have focused on the fasting paradigm. 

As part of fasting experiments, individual worms are picked to small (35 mm 

diameter) unseeded NGM plates while making sure that no food is transferred (see Table 

2.2). The worms are then allowed to fast overnight for 13-16 hours. The day after, they are 

handled in exactly the same way as worms that were not fasted. Care is taken to pick 

worms onto scoring plates seeded with the same bacterial strain they were reared on 

before fasting. Seeded plates incubated overnight were used as scoring plates, as it was 

expected that worms might eat all of the food available after having fasted overnight. 
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Food source % quiescent 

HB101 54% 

OP50 43% 

Table 2.2. The percentage of pre-fasted worms satisfying the satiety quiescence criteria 

(not moving or eating for 10 seconds or more during at least one of the two observation 

time points at 3 and 6 hours) under different conditions. The food sources were the E. 

coli strains HB101 and OP50. (n=13 for HB101 and n=7 for OP50) 

 

As expected, fasting the worms overnight had a large effect on the quiescence 

behaviour, but it was unclear why the difference between the different E. coli strains was 

not larger. 

2.3.3 Different broths 

Published sources use three widely different broths for their scoring plates. While 

one paper uses standard bacterial broth (You et al., 2008b), later papers describe much 

more complex protocols (Raizen, 2012; Gallagher et al., 2013b). As the effects of the 

different recipes were unclear, all three were tested with two considerations in mind: that 

the behaviour should be strong and reproducible.  

2.3.3.1 Overnight broth: 

- Inoculate standard LB broth with bacteria. 

- Incubate the mixture overnight at 37 °C without shaking. 

- The resulting broth can be kept for about 1 month at 4 °C. 

2.3.3.2 Wormbook broth: 

- Inoculate a 1:1 mixture of standard LB broth and M9 buffer with bacteria. 

- Incubate the mixture overnight at 37 °C without shaking. 

- The resulting broth can be kept for about 1 month at 4 °C. 
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2.3.3.3 Gallagher broth for HB101: 

- Inoculate 5mL of LB with a single colony of bacteria. 

- Incubate overnight at 37 °C in a shaker.  

- Incubate for another 24 hours at room temperature. 

- Centrifuge at 4000 RPM for 3 minutes, discard the supernatant and resuspend in 

residual broth.  

- The resulting broth can be kept for about 1 month at 4 °C. A 4X dilution with M9 

should be prepared immediately before seeding the scoring plates. 

2.3.3.4 Gallagher broth for OP50: 

- Inoculate 5 mL of LB with a single colony of bacteria. 

- Incubate overnight at 37 °C in a shaker.  

- Dilute 1 mL of the resulting broth in 4 mL fresh LB. Add aztreonam to a final 

concentration of 5 µg/ml.  

- Incubate overnight at 37 °C in a shaker.  

- Incubate for another 24 hours at room temperature. 

- Centrifuge at 4000 RPM for 3 minutes, discard the supernatant and resuspend in 

residual broth.  

- The resulting broth can be kept for about 1 month at 4 °C. A 4X dilution with M9 

should be prepared immediately before seeding the scoring plates. 
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Broth recipe Food source % quiescent 

Overnight HB101 58% 

Overnight OP50 39% 

Wormbook HB101 64% 

Wormbook OP50 33% 

Gallagher HB101 72% 

Gallagher OP50 14% 

Table 2.3. The percentage of pre-fasted worms satisfying the satiety quiescence criteria 

(not moving or eating for 10 seconds or more during at least one of the two 

observation time points at 3 and 6 hours) under different conditions. The food sources 

were the E. coli strains HB101 and OP50, while broth recipes are described in 2.3.3.1-

2.3.3.4. (n=41, 36, 28, 27, 18 and 14, respectively) 

 

Having tested all three broths methods (Table 2.3), it became clear that the 

Gallagher recipe produced the most concentrated solution, therefore it was not surprising 

to see that it showed the largest and most reliable effect. However, the protocol had to be 

adapted in three ways to counter three issues. First, it was unclear whether the Gallagher 

broth would suffer from batch effects in terms of the density of the bacteria, therefore the 

new recipe needed to ensure that the same amount of bacteria would be placed on every 

single plate throughout the project. Second, while treating the OP50 strain with aztreonam 

did reduce the quiescence levels, it is unclear what other effects it might have on the 

behaviour of the worm, as more and more complex host-microbe-drug interactions are 

being described (Scott et al., 2017). Finally, the overnight bacterial lawn was very thick to 

the extent that it was clear that our tracking software would have serious issues following 

worms crawling through it, so a diluted solution was necessary.  
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2.3.3.5 Adapted broth for both HB101 and OP50: 

- Incubate 200 mL of LB with a single colony of bacteria. 

- Incubate overnight at 37 °C in a shaker. 

- Incubate for another 24 hours at room temperature. 

- Centrifuge at 4000 RPM for 3 minutes, discard the supernatant and resuspend in 

residual broth.  

- Use a spectrophotometer to determine a dilution ratio with M9 so that the Optical 

Density at 600 nm would be 1. 

- The resulting broth can be kept for about 1 month at 4 °C. A dilution with the 

appropriate amount of M9 should be made immediately before seeding the scoring 

plates. The plates should then be incubated at 20 °C overnight in a box. This 

temperature ensures that the bacterial lawn will have the right thickness for 

imaging and being in a box helps with maintaining the humidity of the plate. 

2.3.4 Mutant strains 

Identification of the right experimental conditions for the control N2 strain to 

display the characteristic properties of satiety quiescence in our lab’s environment does 

not guarantee that the behaviour itself is satiety quiescence and that any potential 

differences between different strains will be observable. To control for this, I tested some 

strains carrying genetic mutational with known responses to the experimental conditions 

promoting satiety quiescence, as well as some that were tentatively linked to it based on 

the literature review of the genetic network. 

The two mutant strains previously described were tph-1(n4622) and daf-7(ok3125). 

The former is the gene for tryptophan hydroxylase, a key enzyme in the serotonin 

biosynthesis pathway and it has been shown to not be involved in SQ behaviour (Sze et al., 

2000; You et al., 2008b), while the latter is one of the two most well-described TGF-β 

isoforms in C. elegans and is known to have a key role in the behaviour with its mutants 

showing a drastic reduction in sleep-like behaviour (Savage-Dunn, 2005). As expected, the 

experimental conditions are appropriate to replicate these results (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2. The percentage of worms with different 

genotypes satisfying the satiety quiescence criteria (not 

moving or eating for 10 seconds or more during at least one 

of the two observation time points at 3 and 6 hours). The 

food sources were the E. coli strains HB101 and OP50. 

Numbers on the top of bars correspond to the overall 

number of worms tested in each condition. 

 

 

 

Multiple biological processes have been suggested to be linked to the satiety 

quiescence behaviour in some way. As the next step, I tested six strains that represent 

three sources of behavioural differences: the lethargus state (developmentally induced 

sleep), the various TGF-β pathways and natural diversity (see details in Table 2.4). 
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Strain and genotype Description 

CX4148, npr-1(ky13) The neuropeptide Y receptor is linked to the quiescence 

behaviour experienced during lethargus (Choi et al., 2013). It 

is also one of the most well-described naturally diverse genes 

in C. elegans with the N2 lab strain’s isoform showing 

increased activity leading to multiple behavioural effects, 

including a lack of aggregation when multiple worms are 

present on a single plate (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998). 

QL141, daf-3(tm4698) A transcriptional regulator and SMAD protein operating 

downstream of DAF-7 (Patterson et al., 1997).  

CB4856 (Hawaiian wild 

type) 

The Hawaiian wild type strain is frequently used in 

conjunction with the N2 lab strain to explore differences 

between different C. elegans isolates (Andersen et al., 2015b). 

LT121, dbl-1(wk70) The other well-described TGF-β isoform is involved in 

developmental pathways and it does so through the DAF-4 

receptor. The DAF-4 receptor also transmits DAF-7 signals and 

has been shown to be independently involved in the SQ 

behaviour too, making DBL-1 a potentially important protein 

in it (Patterson and Padgett, 2000; You et al., 2008b).  

NW987, unc-129(ev554) A third TGF-β isoform that has been indicated in axon 

guidance, but otherwise is not well-described. However, it is 

believed not to interact with either the DAF-7 or the DBL-1 

pathways (Colavita et al., 1998).  

RB2476, tig-2(ok3416) A fourth TGF-β isoform with an unknown function (Mochii et 

al., 1999). 

Table 2.4. Description of the worm strains used in the preliminary experiments and the 

reasons for inclusion. 
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Figure 2.3. The percentage of worms with different genotypes satisfying the satiety 

quiescence criteria (not moving or eating for 10 seconds or more during at least one of 

the two observation time points at 3 and 6 hours). The food sources were the E. coli 

strains HB101 and OP50. Numbers on the top of bars correspond to the overall number 

of worms tested in each condition. 

 

The previously untested strains returned a wide array of results with a number of 

interesting implications (Figure 2.3). The DAF-7 pathway has a number of different 

downstream targets, but the DAF-3 transcriptional regulator is not involved in the SQ 

behaviour. Each of the three TGF-β isoforms tested displayed a different response: dbl-1 

worms showed complete abolition of the behaviour, clearly indicating a role in the SQ 

genetic pathway, while the tig-2 worms did not show a significant impairment at all. At the 

same time, unc-129 worms showed a marked decrease in SQ, but not a complete abolition, 

suggesting some limited role. 
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The Hawaiian wild type strain (that has a less active copy of npr-1 than the N2 strain) 

did not show a significant impairment, but the npr-1(ky13) mutant has a marked reduction 

in SQ. This provides two key implications: first, the overactive npr-1 gene in the N2 lab 

strain contributes to the behaviour, but that it is not necessary for it, as the Hawaiian strain 

also exhibits it. Second, this suggests the existence of additional genetic differences 

between the two wild type isolates, as something needs to make up for the reduced npr-1 

activity in the Hawaiian strain for it to exhibit the behaviour. Therefore, exploring the 

natural diversity of further wild type isolates promises further genetic differences to be 

uncovered. 

The knock-down effect observed in the npr-1 and unc-129 mutants could arise from 

two sources: it could be due to a reduced probability of entering the SQ state or a reduced 

time spent in it (or a combination of both). While the manual scoring criteria does not allow 

the examination of the former, the latter can be approximated using the emergence time, 

the amount of time the worms stayed motionless for upon observation (Figure 2.4). The 

reductions in emergence time between the N2 wild type and the mutant strains are not 

statistically significant due to the values being bound between 10 and 30, but imply that 

there are differences in the time series features of different strains. These could be 

explored further using a higher-throughput phenotyping method and video recordings. 
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Figure 2.4. Distribution of emergence time (length of time the worm 

spent without moving or eating immediately after being placed under 

the microscope, ignoring sub-second jerks or single pharyngeal pumps) 

for worms with different genotypes. Numbers on the top of boxes 

correspond to the overall number of worms tested in each condition. (In 

the boxplot, the red mark corresponds to the median, the edges of the 

blue box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers include the 

5th and 95th percentiles.) 

  

2.4 Preparation for the recording phase 

Most experimental conditions optimised for the manual observation of SQ 

behaviour could be kept during the recording phase, but some changes had to be 

implemented simply due to the different nature of the method of observation. First, 

instead of scoring worm behaviour twice at the 3-hour and 6-hour mark after the start of 

refeeding, there was a single recording taken at the 3-hour mark, in accordance with 

previous experiments (Gallagher et al., 2013b). Recordings were carried out using the lab’s 

recording rig (known as the Big, Bold Data Quantifier or Data BBQ, see Figure 2.5) that can 

produce six recordings simultaneously, as it includes six cameras. Worms were placed in 

the position in which they were going to be filmed approximately 1 hour before recording 
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started to allow them to acclimatise to the new environment, as large disturbances are 

known to affect the speed of the worms significantly (Yemini, 2013). Glass covers with small 

air vents on either end are used to ensure ventilation, but the plates are otherwise sealed 

from the outside environment. Each recording lasted 15 minutes and had a framerate of 

25 frames per second.  

 

Figure 2.5. The recording rig uses six cameras to record the worms on six different plates. 
The cameras can be moved manually to the next set of plates. 

 

In addition to simple adaptation, large-scale screening and recording experiments 

face unique challenges compared to manually scored experiments for two main reasons. 

First, a large number of strains need to be maintained and experimented on continuously 

to ensure the same conditions for each experiment, such as the same age for worms. 

Recording normally allows the inclusion of multiple worms on a single plate, increasing the 

throughput of an experiment and thereby alleviating this problem by cutting the time the 

screen goes on for (Yemini et al., 2011a). However, the SQ behaviour has been reported to 

be partially suppressed when multiple worms are on the same plate (Gallagher et al., 

2013b), therefore decreasing the usefulness of this method in this case. Furthermore, 

worms tend to collide and cross each others’ paths during a video and current worm 

tracking software cannot automatically and efficiently assign the identity of worms in such 

scenarios. This means that instead of recording features of individual worms, we would be 
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recording the features of a small group of worms that were present on the plate that was 

being recorded. This in turn would limit the range of time series analysis methods that 

could be used on the satiety quiescence data set once the videos are analysed. As SQ is a 

subtle behaviour, I decided not to include several worms on a single plate. 

The second unique problem of high-throughput recording assays is that most worm 

tracking softwares require videos to have an appropriate level of quality for the tracking to 

be successful. This includes a thin bacterial lawn to avoid shadows forming from the worms 

moving through it, and a clear agar and completely transparent plate to avoid salt crystals 

and specks of dust, all of which could be misidentified as worms. Previously published 

sources use a low-peptone agar to ensure that bacteria does not grow into a thick lawn 

(Yemini et al., 2011b), but previous experiments in this chapter have suggested that thin 

bacterial lawns would reduce and potentially abolish SQ behaviour. 

A recently described method increasing the throughput of large-scale C. elegans 

recordings is the WorMotel (Churgin et al., 2017). A WorMotel is a PDMS chamber with 48 

wells, each measuring 3mm in diameter and 3mm in depth. While our lab’s recording 

device would not be capable of recording such a large structure with high enough spatial 

resolution, it can be cut into 2-by-2 squares (see Figure 2.6). Initial manually scored 

experiments suggested that having several worms in the same plate has no effect on the 

satiety quiescence behaviour, as long as each worm is in its own well (see Figure 2.7). 

 

 

Figure 2.6. A 2-by-2 WorMotel in a small plastic 

plate. 
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Figure 2.7. Worms in the WorMotel still exhibit SQ 
behaviour (not moving or eating for 10 seconds or 
more during at least one of the two observation time 
points at 3 and 6 hours). The food sources were the E. 
coli strains HB101 and OP50. The numbers on the top 
of the bars correspond to the number of worms 
included in the analysis.  

 

As a next step, I made some preliminary recordings of worms in the WorMotels and 

used a simple approximation to quantify satiety quiescence. While there is a wide range of 

complex time series features that correlate well with it, looking at the overall speed of the 

worm is a simple method (Gallagher et al., 2013a; Hyun et al., 2016), best described by the 

well-established mean absolute midbody speed. The overall motion of the worm roughly 

corresponds to the motion of its midbody, while taking the absolute value of the speed 

ensures that reversals are counted in the same way as forward motion, therefore providing 

a measure of the rate of displacement. The results indicate that it is possible to recapitulate 

the SQ behaviour in WorMotels (Figure 2.8). 
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Figure 2.8. The boxplot of mean midbody speeds 

of worms on different food sources. The food 

sources were the E. coli strains HB101 and OP50. 

(The red mark corresponds to the median, the 

edges of the blue box indicate the 25th and 75th 

percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th and 95th 

percentiles, the red crosses mark outliers.) 

 

However, the initial implementation of the WorMotels revealed unexpected issues 

despite being successful from a behavioural point of view. It proved to be very variable in 

practice with many recordings having to be ignored entirely due to the reduced image 

quality and spatial resolution. This is mainly due to the overnight incubation period of the 

seeding protocol mentioned previously, as this can allow the agar in the wells to dry out 

more (the wells have a very small volume, so even small levels of evaporation can be a 

problem), resulting in more shadows around the edges. Unfortunately, the effect appeared 

mostly at random regardless of location of or position during overnight incubation (Figures 

2.9 and 2.10). In the end, only about one in four recordings was useable, and therefore it 
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was argued that opting for the more widely known and used, and less variable method of 

using standard small Petri dishes should be adopted (Figure 2.11). 

 

Figure 2.9. A WorMotel with few impurities. A video from such a plate could 
be analysed easily. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. A WorMotel with many impurities. Even a trained 
observer does not immediately notice the worms. 
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Figure 2.11. Representative recording of a single worm on its own plate. The 

worm is immediately recognisable. 

 

2.4.1 Worm mortality 

Upon completing the pre-screening phase of the project, I unexpectedly 

encountered an experimental problem that had thus far gone unrecorded by published 

sources. Until this point, worms displayed high levels of survival rate during the overnight 

fasting period of the protocol (80-90%), but this rate dropped dramatically to 10-20%. In 

addition to concerns about biased survival, such a low rate also made experiments 

practically impossible with not enough worms for experiments. The cause of death was the 

worms crawling up the side of the plates and drying out by the morning. As seemingly 

nothing had changed in the protocol used until that point, it was unclear what could cause 
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this. Therefore I set out to test a number of different conditions for the fasting step, 

without much success: 

- Plates with a size other than small (35 mm diameter): medium (60 mm diameter) 

and large (90 mm diameter). 

- Fasting in liquid, either in M9 or LB, either with several worms in a Falcon tube or 

individually in a 96-well plate. 

- Freshly thawed N2 wild type worms from different sources. 

- Shorter starvation periods: 1, 2 or 3 hours. 

Some of the conditions mentioned above appeared to restore the survival rate to 

the initial levels, but this quickly changed again. After reviewing the results, it appeared 

that when older and drier plates were used for the fasting, the survival rates were higher. 

This was highly unusual, as previously published sources clearly stated that fresh and 

humid plates should be used in SQ experiments (Raizen, 2012). However, the observations 

were in line with a study on humidity sensation that suggested that starved worms 

originally raised in a humid environment (such as the plates used in this project) tend to 

display negative hygrotaxis, that is to say they migrate towards drier environments, even 

to the extent of risking desiccation (Russell et al., 2014). We then confirmed that other 

groups also tend to ignore the advice in the published protocol and in fact they do dry their 

plates before using them for the fasting step (Young-Jai You, personal communication). The 

following drying method was subsequently devised. 

- After pouring, leave the closed small plates on a clean bench for 3 hours while the 

fan is turned on. 

- Keep the plates at room temperature for one week. 

- On the day they are going to be used, dry the plates with the lid halfway off in a 

fume hood for 4-5 hours. 

This illustrates the effect of general conditions on behavioural studies further. 

Seemingly unimportant details, such as a new incubator with a low humidity over the first 

few months of operation, a little less emphasis placed on using very fresh plates and not 

publishing the detail that plates are kept at room temperature before being used resulted 

in a side project lasting months. 
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2.5 Power analysis 

A power analysis was carried out early on, as the project was always expected to 

include a large-scale screen. As such screens are particularly prone to false positive hits, 

they need to be addressed ahead of time to make sure that this screen was going to have 

an appropriate level of statistical power. Power analysis was conducted in two stages. 

2.5.1 Simulated data 

Protocols of power analysis for human genome wide association studies (GWAS) 

have been available for over a decade (Klein, 2007; Hong and Park, 2012). However, these 

incorporate details about the genomic structure specific to humans (such as the 

distribution of linkage disequilibrium or tag SNPs), therefore they are not directly 

adaptable to C. elegans. In fact, no agreed protocol exists yet for worm GWA studies. 

Instead, I used simulated data with different effect sizes to identify what results in 

significant hits during a GWAS run and to identify the significance values and explained 

variances associated with each effect size. Data was simulated in the following way: 

- A random SNP is chosen from the CeNDR database and strains are assigned to two 

groups based on whether they hold the reference or the alternative allele. 

- For each strain, 20 random values are drawn from the standard normal distribution 

(mean: 0, standard deviation: 1). For strains holding the alternative allele, the 

values are modified to include an effect size defined by Cohen’s d: small, medium, 

large or very large (Cohen, 1988; Sawilowsky, 2009). With a standard normal 

distribution, this simply corresponds to adding 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 or 1.2, respectively, to 

each numerical value. 

- The values are normalised across all strains using an outlier-robust sigmoidal 

transform (Fulcher et al., 2013). This step is necessary as real features used on the 

screening dataset are expected to produce outliers that we are going to counter 

with such a normalisation step. 

- A summary feature is calculated for each strain. These include the mean, the 

median and the 90th percentile. 

- Mappings are then performed on these features using the CeNDR online interface. 
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The results show that GWAS cannot reliably identify phenotypic differences 

characterised by a small effect size (Table 2.5) in the CeNDR strains. Instead, QTL hits are 

expected to correspond to medium-sized and large phenotypic differences. We also learn 

that it will be important to carefully consider each positive hit when using real data, as 

many of the simulated runs of GWA had false positive quantitative trait loci (QTL, in this 

context, false positive QTL are loci that are weakly linked to the chosen SNP with a linkage 

disequilibrium value under 0.6). In addition, each effect size has a wide range of 

significance levels and values of variance explained associated with it. What this means is 

that when the real data is mapped, the values will not necessarily be directly comparable 

and cannot be used to determine the effect size underlying the differences (Figure 2.12). 

Effect size (based 
on Cohen’s d) 

% successful GWA 
mappings 

% false positive mappings   

Small 20% 0% 

Medium 78% 33% 

Large 89% 78% 

Very large 100% 90% 

Table 2.5. A larger phenotypic effect is more likely to be picked up by the GWA algorithm, 
but there is an increased chance of false positives as well. 

 

 

Figure 2.12. The larger the underlying effect size of the simulated features, the higher 
the significance value and the variance explained (n(small)=4, n(medium)=7, n(large)=8, 
n(very large)=10).  
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2.5.2 Ad hoc comparisons 

Ad hoc comparisons form an important part of many GWA studies. As such, a 

standard power analysis was performed to ensure that the dataset will have sufficient 

statistical power to be able to accommodate several tests. It was conducted in Matlab and 

the following specifications and parameters were used: the ad hoc test would be a one 

sample t-test (comparisons are mainly expected to be against the N2 control population) 

with a significance level of 0.05 per experiment and an overall power level of 0.8. The two 

variables of the power analysis are the number of tests (included in the model by modifying 

the significance level in accordance with the Bonferroni correction) and the effect size, as 

defined by Cohen’s d (only effect sizes greater than 0.5 are tested, as the simulation tests 

in 2.5.1 have suggested that small phenotypic differences cannot be reliably found using a 

GWAS in the CeNDR strains).  Figure 2.13 displays a 2D histogram and heatmap that can be 

used to identify the statistically appropriate sample sizes necessary to see particular effect 

sizes depending on the number of experiments tested. For example, if 20 statistical tests 

(corresponding to uncorrelated experimental features) are carried out (each at a 

significance level of 0.05) and we would like to be able to reliably identify large effect sizes 

(Cohen’s d: 0.8), we would need each sample to have a size of 25. In this case, Figure 2.13 

suggests that effect sizes corresponding to large or very large differences can be reliably 

found at an individual significance level of 0.05 in many tests, if each strain has about 20-

24 samples (highlighted area). Based on the power analysis, we have a good idea of what 

to expect and therefore the phenotypic screen is going to include 20 recordings for each 

strain. 
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Figure 2.13. Heatmap of sample sizes as a function of the effect size 
and the number of independent statistical experiments or tests (each 
with significance level of 0.05). The area highlighted in red 
corresponds to sample sizes of 20-24. 

  

2.6 Tracking and data storage 

Videos were recorded using the proprietary recording software Gecko Recorder. 

This provides the videos in the .hdf5 format using lossless compression, reducing file size 

while maintaining the information content. Our lab uses the state-of-the-art multi-animal 

tracker Tierpsy Tracker (Github commit: 9c404f2) developed by Avelino Javer that can read 

these recordings directly (ver228, 2018, Javer et al., in preparation). Briefly, the software 

carries out the following steps: 

- Compression. The algorithm uses adaptive thresholding and size-based filtering to 

find objects that have the typical size of an adult C. elegans worm. The thresholding 

can be changed manually to include objects of a particular size. As the default 

threshold is quite permissive, this feature can be used if there are many large 

particles.  

- Trajectories. Each object identified in the previous step is followed as it moves 

throughout the video. 
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- Skeletons. Each object is assigned a skeleton throughout its trajectory. The skeleton 

of a worm is its outline and its midline, and includes information on its head. 

- Features. Each skeleton has a number of features automatically calculated, 

including velocity-related and shape-based features derived from the Worm 

Analysis Toolbox (Yemini et al., 2013b). 

In addition, trajectories can be joint up manually using a graphical user interface. 

This can be useful when the software loses the worm for some reason, such as when it 

leaves the recording frame for some time. The Skeletons and Features steps can then be 

recalculated automatically. 

A thick bacterial lawn is necessary for the SQ behaviour to be exhibited. 

Unfortunately, this means that some of the videos are not straightforward to analyse due 

to shadows caused by the grooves left in the food after the worm moved through it or the 

worm being partially covered by the food itself. In addition, the worm can burrow, leave 

the field of view or there could be specks of dust on the plate surface, all leading to a 

mislabelling (although these are quite rare events). As such, I used a number of different 

criteria to automatically counteract these problems computationally. Furthermore, I joined 

a number of trajectories manually in the videos where the criteria failed. 

- No recording with trajectories corresponding to less than 5 minutes was kept. 

- No object with a mean path range of less than 10 µm was kept. Path range is defined 

as the distance of an object from the centroid of the overall path at each time point. 

As the diameter of the worm is 80 µm, it has been observed that such a small 

movement happens even in worms otherwise quiescent through a whole video, 

therefore any object not satisfying this criterion is a speck of dust or the shadow of 

a groove, and is ignored. 

- If the remaining objects’ trajectories combine into one trajectory not overlapping 

in time, this is labelled as the worm of the video. If there are any overlapping 

trajectories, the video is looked at individually and the trajectories are joined 

manually 

These steps allowed the compilation of a dataset of 4978 videos of single worms. 

The dataset includes 18-25 videos for 193 wild type isolate strains from the CeNDR 
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collection (as required by the power analysis in 2.5.2), as well as over 400 videos of each 

of the two control conditions, N2 worms on HB101 and on OP50 (the reason for such a high 

number is that these conditions were imaged on each experimental day). 

2.6.1 Avoiding batch effects 

Batch effects are one of the key challenges faced by high-throughput studies. A 

batch effect can occur when the conditions of an experiment cause a significant and real 

effect on the measurements. This in turn introduces unwanted variation and reduces 

statistical power, becoming particularly problematic when it is of a comparable size to the 

real, biological effects the experiment had set out to discover (Leek et al., 2010; Nygaard 

et al., 2016). Laboratory conditions, such as the temperature or the humidity, different 

brands of reagents, time of day and seasonal variations are all commonly recognised 

sources of batch effects, in some cases bringing the conclusions of some studies into 

question (Baggerly et al., 2004; Akey et al., 2007). In rare circumstances, what is initially 

believed to be a batch effect with no biological relevance may in fact turn out to be a 

previously undescribed phenomenon, an example of this being the discovery of two 

different forms of death in ageing Caenorhabditis elegans (Lithgow et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 

2017). In this case, what was initially believed to be an experimenter and lab personnel-

related batch effect prompted a 4-year-long replication study that uncovered new 

information on lethal pathology. However, these rare events only emphasise that methods 

need to be treated carefully and that batch effects can have a large impact on the validity 

of a study.  

Batch-effect correction algorithms do exist, but their use is often limited to 

particular applications and they make important assumptions about the underlying data 

(Goh et al., 2017). A more preferable alternative is the adjustment of the study design itself, 

by adhering to three key principles: 

- Define protocols in detail and reduce the number of external variables to a 

minimum (for example by using the same lot of reagents). 

- Record as many of the external variables as possible, such as the temperature, the 

humidity or the time of day, among others. 
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- Analyse the recorded variables to see if they changed between experiments (some 

do this by definition, such as the date) and in case they did, confirm if this change 

correlates with change in the behaviour of the recorded specimens.  

These three points were used as guidelines during the present study. Protocols 

were tested extensively, as detailed above, until they provided robust results. Many 

variables were kept constant, and if this was not possible, they were recorded (Table 2.6). 

Variable Method of control 

Experimenter, reagents The same person carried out all experiments and the same 
reagents were used throughout the entire screening study. 

Temperature, humidity Worms were maintained in temperature-controlled 
incubators. Both temperature and humidity were monitored 
throughout experiments. Neither showed much variation 
with temperature varying between 19-22°C and humidity 
between 50-60%. 

Date and time of 
experiment, worm rig 
location  

These were recorded and control conditions analysed. 

Table 2.6. Variables monitored or controlled and the corresponding method of control.  
 

Several circadian clock mechanisms have been described in C. elegans (Hasegawa 

et al., 2005; Goya et al., 2016), therefore it is important to confirm that satiety quiescent 

behaviour is not influenced by the time of day when the video recording is carried out (all 

other procedures, including the start of fasting happened within a 1-hour time window 

each day). This also addresses concerns about the different lengths of time worms spent 

fasting. Similarly, the abundance of natural worm populations is affected by the changing 

seasons and it is known that this is only partially explained by temperature, so the date 

should be considered (Félix and Duveau, 2012). Finally, while the recording cameras are 

identical, their location is different, with some being closer to the wall, therefore 

potentially having less mechanical disturbance. Having compared the control condition of 

N2 worms feeding on the high quality food source HB101 across these three different 

ranges of conditions (Figures 2.14 and 2.15), it is clear that none of the three had a 

significant effect on the overall behaviour of the worms. 
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Figure 2.14. The boxplot of the mean midbody speed of worms on different days shows 
that N2 worms feeding on HB101 do not have different mean midbody speeds based on 
the date (date according to ISO 8601, one-way ANOVA p>0.05). (In the boxplot, the red 
mark corresponds to the median, the edges of the blue box indicate the 25th and 75th 
percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th and 95th percentiles, the red crosses mark 
outliers.) 
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Figure 2.15. The boxplots of the mean midbody speed of worms at different times during 
the day and taken with different cameras shows that N2 worms feeding on HB101 do 
not have different mean midbody speeds based these variables (two one-way ANOVAs, 
p for both >0.05). (In the boxplot, the red mark corresponds to the median, the edges of 
the blue box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th and 95th 
percentiles, the red crosses mark outliers.) 

 

2.7 Summary 

The pre-screening experiments were essential in developing better experimental 

tools to understand satiety quiescence. The widely varying and sometimes contradictory 

statements in published sources were reconciled and a reliable protocol was drawn up for 

the screening phase of the project. As well as serving as a crucial component of the project 

due to the complex nature of behavioural screens, these experiments have shown the 

involvement of some previously undescribed genes, including the major behavioural gene 

npr-1.  

An unexpected takeaway from these experiments is the extent of the sensitivity of 

the satiety quiescence behaviour. The experimental conditions are well-known to be 

extremely important in modulating behavioural phenotypes and satiety quiescence is a 

particularly subtle behaviour due to its transient nature, but it was nevertheless surprising 

to see the replications efforts taking a significant amount of time when working with 
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previously published protocols. This experience highlights the theoretical issues behind the 

induction-based logic of experimental analysis of behaviour, where observations in a 

controlled laboratory environment are assumed to hold general truths with the 

environment having little effect on them. The conditions experiments are done in, as well 

as the conditions worms are maintained at vary between different research groups around 

the world and they are rarely formalised, making replication efforts next to impossible in 

some cases. For example, our lab stores agar plates at 4 °C to maintain humidity, while 

another group working on satiety quiescence routinely keeps them at room temperature 

(Young-jai You, personal communication). The humidity level of the plates is thus 

significantly different between different groups, a property that was revealed to be 

crucially important in the experimental protocol. However, this is difficult to discover, as 

groups tend not to publish such details. Big behavioural data has the potential to address 

this problem at least in part by identifying the dimensions in which the greatest variance 

contributing to the behaviour exists, but the potential for nonlinear combination of effects 

remains. The key way of controlling for such an occurrence is the maintenance of detailed 

protocols and accurate record keeping. 

Preliminary results clearly supported the two central hypotheses of the project: 

that wild isolates hold unknown genetic variation linked to satiety quiescence behaviour 

and that some of the phenotypic differences cannot be discovered without a more detailed 

definition of the features of the time series characteristics of worms. As such, the next step 

of the project included the development of such new features before moving on to detailed 

analysis of the genetic variation. 
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CHAPTER 3. DERIVING POSTURAL FEATURES 

 

This chapter is a modified version of a paper previously published: Gyenes B and Brown 

AEX (2016) Deriving Shape-Based Features for C. elegans Locomotion Using Dimensionality 

Reduction Methods. Front. Behav. Neurosci. 10:159. Doi: 10.3389/fnbeh.2016.00159 . 

Copyright information: © 2016 Gyenes and Brown, CC BY. 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Species across the animal kingdom display quiescence behaviour. However, these 

are only defined as sleep if the animals display stereotypical posture during the state in 

question, among other criteria (Campbell and Tobler, 1984; Hendricks et al., 2000). Sleep 

has been linked to certain biological processes that could be helped by specific resting body 

states: a lack of movement conserves energy and helps recovery (Benington and Craig 

Heller, 1995; Mignot, 2008). In addition, animals can adopt postures that shield them from 

sensory inputs by covering their sensory organs.  

C. elegans worms display a stereotypical body posture during developmentally 

timed sleep between larval stages (Iwanir et al., 2013). This so-called hockey-stick like 

posture is actively maintained and it is believed to have an important developmental role 

by facilitating flips during lethargus while minimising the elastic energy of the body (Tramm 

et al., 2014). Satiety quiescence has not been assessed for a stereotypical body posture in 

detail, but it clearly does not exhibit a hockey-stick like posture (Trojanowski and Raizen, 

2016). This is not unexpected, as the same species can use different postures for different 

types of sleep. For example, a lying posture for sleep (as opposed to a standing or sitting 

one) is often a sign of illness in adult horses during the day (Broom and Fraser, 2015). Any 

stereotypical posture in satiety quiescence is expected to be subtle and therefore would 

require a sensitive method of measurement (Gallagher et al., 2013b). 

Animal behaviour is a high-dimensional problem since each joint in vertebrates and 

each independent muscle in invertebrates introduces new degrees of freedom.  This makes 

it challenging to provide comprehensive and quantitative descriptions of behaviour even 
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in a small animal like the nematode worm (Gomez-Marin et al., 2014). Traditional ethology 

methods have focused on observer-defined categories to reduce behavioural 

dimensionality but automated imaging and data analysis tools have made it possible to 

extract more complete records of an animal’s behaviour (Anderson and Perona, 2014; 

Chen and Engert, 2014; Gouvêa et al., 2014; Machado et al., 2015; Ohyama et al., 2013; 

Ramdya et al., 2015). Such high-dimensional data sets are likely to include information 

about subtle changes in motion and posture, including any related to satiety quiescence, 

but they are often difficult to work with in practice. However, the dimensionality of 

behaviour can sometimes be reduced while still retaining relevant information using 

unsupervised learning algorithms.  Dimensionality reduction can be achieved using a 

variety of different methods. Each emphasises different aspects of the underlying 

behaviour and it is not clear which of these will be the most informative in advance or in 

fact what behavioural feature each corresponds to in contrast to observer-defined 

categories. However, the assumptions and limitations of each automated approach are 

made explicit in the algorithm and they can be compared quantitatively on a common data 

set. 

The nematode worm C. elegans is a useful model to test different dimensionality 

reduction methods. C. elegans moves by propagating bending waves along its body and, 

when confined to the surface of an agar plate, this motion occurs in two dimensions, 

making it possible to capture its behaviour using a single camera. Previous work on C. 

elegans body shape using principal component analysis (PCA) has shown that the effective 

dimensionality of standard worm locomotion is low and more than 90% of the shape 

variance can be captured using just four principal components, as there are correlations 

between bends along different parts of the body (Stephens et al., 2008). Trajectories 

through the lower dimensional space defined by the principal components can be used to 

classify different genotypes and explain certain behaviours both in C. elegans and in the 

larvae of Drosophila melanogaster (Brown et al., 2013; Stephens et al., 2011; Szigeti et al., 

2015). 

At the same time, it remains unclear if other methods can achieve a more compact 

representation or contribute further biological insight to worm locomotion, including 
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satiety quiescence. In this chapter, I take a data-driven approach to worm shape analysis 

using four different dimensionality reduction methods: independent component analysis 

(ICA), non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), a cosine series, and jPCA. As each of these 

methods has different objectives, the resulting dimensions highlight different aspects of C. 

elegans shape space. I analyse these differences using features derived from the methods 

and compare the behaviour of mutant worms as a proof of principle. In later chapters, I 

use some of these features to describe the behaviour of the worm during satiety 

quiescence-inducing conditions in more detail. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Data 

The dataset used in the analysis was collected and described previously (Yemini et 

al., 2013a). It contains 9964 videos (with a frame rate of 30 frames per second) of single 

worms moving freely on an agar plate for 15 minutes after a 30-minute-long 

acclimatisation period. 335 different genotypes were analysed including the N2 lab strain. 

The angle representation of the worm was used (Figure 3.1B-C, see further details in 

3.2.2.1) with a mean of zero except for non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) where all 

values were made positive by adding a constant (a requirement of the method). In addition, 

a collection of 100 N2 shape trajectories, together with the corresponding midbody speed 

time series was used for two steps of the analysis: looking at the interaction between 

different basis shapes of each method and defining the jPCA basis shapes, both described 

below.  

3.2.2 Dimensionality reduction 

3.2.2.1 General description 

The shape of the worm is described by its skeleton, the line drawn through the 

centre of the worm. In practical terms, this centreline is approximated by a number of 

equidistant points (Figure 3.1 A-C). While these points can be defined by their x-y 

coordinates, such a definition would contain information about the global position of the 

worm on the plate (for example whether it is in the centre or not) and this is unlikely to be 

relevant to the shape of the worm. Instead, an angle representation is used in such 
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circumstances – this uses the curvature of the centreline to efficiently encode the shape of 

the worm without any loss of variance (Stephens et al., 2008).  

 

 

Figure 3.1. (A) A typical frame of a worm under the tracking microscope. (B)-(C) The outline 
and the curve through the centre of the worm. The angle between neighbouring points along 
the centreline is plotted from the tip of the head (s = 1) to the end of the tail (s = 48). (D) As 
the worm moves, the value of each angle changes, but each subsequent angle provides little 
additional information because they are highly correlated with each other. (E) Dimensionality 
reduction methods can reveal more biologically meaningful time-series variables. 

 

However, a set of such angles does not easily lend itself to analysis for two main 

reasons: it would either need to involve multivariate tests with tens of variables, making it 

difficult in practice, or it would have to look at the curvature trajectories of single points 
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along the worm – but these do not correspond well to the patterns of overall worm motion 

(Figure 3.1D).  

Dimensionality reduction methods can provide a solution to this problem by finding 

a low-dimensional representation with each dimension corresponding to a mixture of 

several angles in specific combinations. The angles are then projected onto these new 

dimensions and analysed to understand what biological feature they correspond to (Figure 

3.1E). There are two groups of dimensionality reduction methods: linear and non-linear 

(Van der Maaten et al., 2009). Methods in the former group produce a representation of 

the original data by using a specific linear combination of the original dimensions, while 

methods in the latter aim to find a fundamental manifold connecting the data points, often 

by using some type of neighbourhood measure to find clusters of data. Linear methods are 

often easier to interpret and provide more reproducible outputs that can be used easily 

across studies, while non-linear methods have more potential to reduce the dimensions, 

but often have limited utility due to the extensive assumptions. Therefore, I focused on 

linear methods. 

 Linear dimensionality reduction methods work by representing the data as follows: 

𝑾𝑯 ≈ 𝑿 

where X is a matrix of the original data with rows of observations (in this case, different 

shapes) and columns of variables (angle at different points along the shape), H is a matrix 

of ‘eigenshapes’ (also called a basis shape in the worm shape context) and W is a matrix 

with columns of the lower dimensional embedding of the data. The eigenshapes are the 

same length as the original shapes and are shared between all shapes, while each row in 

W corresponds to a single shape and each column to the values associated with specific 

eigenshapes of the shape of that row (the ‘projection’). What this means is that each real 

shape in X is represented by a weighted average of the eigenshapes. The number of 

eigenshapes used is determined by the user and is normally decided based on the law of 

diminishing returns, as while each new eigenshape represents more of the underlying 

variance of the real data, at some point they are going to represent too little for meaningful 

interpretation. 
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The first method to be used for dimensionality reduction of C. elegans worm shapes 

was Principal Component Analysis (Stephens et al., 2008). This algorithm reorients the 

original n-dimensional coordinate system (where n is number of angles along the 

centreline) so that as much of the variance is captured by each additional dimension as 

possible. While this is an efficient way to reduce dimensions and is widely used across many 

biological disciplines (Ringnér, 2008; Pang et al., 2016), it is constrained by the assumption 

of linearity and orthogonality, and therefore the resulting dimensions can mix behaviours 

that might be distinct based on our prior knowledge of worm behaviour. For example, two 

of the resulting dimensions mainly correspond to the sinusoidal crawling motion of the 

worm, but some additional information on turning is also incorporated and some of the 

other dimensions also contain a component of crawling. 

3.2.2.2 Specifics and parameters of particular dimensionality reduction methods 

A training set of 3000 N2 shapes was picked randomly from a collection of 12600 

and ICA and NMF were used to obtain the two sets of basis shapes. To calculate the 

variance of the basis shapes, I resampled the same collection 100 times picking 3000 N2 

shapes and obtaining two new sets of basis shapes each time.  

For the analysis of the fraction of variance explained by each eigenshape, a separate 

testing set of 3000 N2 shapes was projected onto each basis shape to retrieve the 

corresponding amplitudes. These amplitudes were then used to reconstruct the shapes 

using the basis shapes, followed by a comparison to the real shapes contained in the testing 

set by calculating the fraction of the variance explained along the positions of the body, 

𝜎𝑖
2, using the following formula, 

𝜎𝑖
2 = 1 − 〈(Θ𝑖 − Θ𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑖)

2〉 

where Θ𝑖  is the real curvature angle at position i along the body of the worm and Θ𝑟𝑒𝑐 𝑖 is 

the reconstructed curvature angle at the same position. 

A different set of shapes was used when looking at the sinusoidal basis shapes to 

ensure that all of the mutants were represented when compared to PCA. Therefore, 1 

shape was sampled from each of the 9964 recordings in the full dataset. Each worm shape 

was reconstructed using the four principal components and the sinusoidal basis shapes, 
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and the squared difference between the reconstructed and original shapes was 

determined in each case using the formula described above.  

The jPCA algorithm is very different from the other dimensionality reduction 

techniques mentioned in this chapter, as it incorporates a dynamic, time-dependent 

component. As such, I used a randomly picked collection of 100 N2 worm shape trajectories 

by selecting 10 of these and performing the dimensionality reduction. Following this, I 

randomly resampled 10 trajectories several times and performed the calculation again to 

determine the variance of the basis shapes. As each time series must be the same length 

for the algorithm to work, the videos were truncated and the first 15000 values were used, 

corresponding to about 8 minutes 20 seconds, as the recordings were made at 30 frames 

per second. 

The set of 100 trajectories was also used to examine interactions between different 

eigenshapes of each particular method. The real shapes were projected onto the basis 

shapes and the two-dimensional histograms of the resulting amplitudes were compared. 

PCA and NMF were conducted using built-in functions of MATLAB, while freely 

available methods were used for ICA (http://research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/fastica/, (Hyvarinen, 

1999)) and jPCA (Churchland et al., 2012). The deflation approach and the power law 

nonlinearity were used as the parameters for ICA, but I find that the results are robust to 

different parameters, as well. The sinusoidal basis shapes were defined to be cosine waves, 

 

Θ = cos (𝑛𝜋 (
𝑠

𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
)) 

 

where s is the arclength, stotal is the total arclength, and n is an integer from 1 to the number 

of basis shapes used. 

3.2.3 Mutant comparisons 

The entire dataset of 9964 videos and their angle-represented shapes time series 

were projected onto the NMF and jPCA basis shapes (these were derived from the N2 wild 

type training set, as described above) to obtain the projected amplitudes for each worm at 
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each time point. For NMF, I then took the mean absolute value of each projected amplitude 

across a video as a simple feature characterizing each worm’s average shape. For jPCA, I 

measured the mean amplitude of the anterior oscillation in each individual, i.e.  

1

𝑇
∑ (𝐴1

2(𝑡) + 𝐴2
2(𝑡))1/2𝑇

𝑡=1 , where A1 and A2 are the projections onto the first two 

eigenshapes, and t is the frame number. These were compared between each genotype 

and the wild type (N2) using a Mann-Whitney U-test. Bonferroni correction was used to 

control for multiple comparisons. 

3.2.4 Worm maintenance and recordings 

The conditions of maintenance and recording of the worms forming the mutant 

dataset have been described previously (Yemini et al., 2011b): worms were grown under 

standard conditions on NGM plates with OP50 as food source at 22 °C. The worms used in 

the experiments as part of this chapter were kept under the same conditions, except that 

the temperature varied between 19-22°C.  

Induced reversal experiments were carried out as described previously (Alkema et 

al., 2005). Briefly, young adult worms were placed on a freshly seeded, dry plate and were 

allowed to move freely for 5-10 minutes while being filmed, allowing the recording of 

spontaneous reversals. Worms were then gently touched with an eyelash pick behind the 

posterior bulb of the pharynx while taking care that any contact was only momentary to 

ensure that the recording could be analysed from the moment the touch happened. Videos 

were tracked as usual, followed by manual annotation of the reversal periods.  

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Independent component analysis (ICA) 

Independent component analysis (ICA) minimises the statistical dependence of the 

components in multivariate signals as compared with PCA that minimises the projection 

error. This means that ICA takes biological noise and observation bias into account 

(Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000), while PCA focuses on reducing the unexplained variance with 

successive components. As such, ICA is expected to return more refined and more 

biologically meaningful features than PCA (Kong et al., 2008).  
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ICA returns four basis shapes that are reminiscent of the ones obtained using PCA 

(Figure 3.2A-B), but the projected amplitudes of full worm trajectories show clear 

differences. This is consistent across resamplings and different parameters. The two PCA 

eigenshapes shown in Figure 3.2C have previously been described as forming an 

approximate quadrature pair (Stephens et al., 2008). Therefore, the travelling wave that 

worms form during crawling locomotion is encoded as phase-shifted oscillations in these 

modes. Histograms of projections onto the first two basis shapes averaged over multiple 

worms are shown in Figure 3.2. A ring structure suggesting oscillatory behaviour is clearly 

present during forward locomotion (Fig. 3.2C, top row) with both methods, although the 

probability distribution is less constant along the ring using PCA compared to ICA.  When 

all the data are plotted including turns and dwelling, the probability distribution becomes 

more uniform, especially for PCA. This suggests that ICA returns modes that isolate the 

crawling wave more completely from other aspects of the shape dynamics compared to 

PCA. 
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Figure 3.2. (A) Independent component analysis returns four basis shapes that explain 
97.6% of the variance in the dataset. The graph shows an x-y coordinate representation 
of the modes with the resampled basis shapes in grey.  (B) The fraction of the variance 
explained along the worm by including an increasing number of basis shapes suggests 
that the modes can each explain a different part of the worm well. (C) Bivariate 
histograms for the amplitudes of basis shapes (wild type worm, 15 minutes, frame rate: 
30 Hz). Top row: forward locomotion only, bottom row: all data. Basis shapes 1 and 2 
from ICA form a ring in both cases (especially clear when only the forward locomotion is 
counted), suggesting an oscillatory behaviour between them. Similarly, two basis shapes 
from principal component analysis are known to explain an oscillatory behaviour, but 
they also include other information, as evidenced by a lack of clear, continuous ring in 
their histograms. 
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3.3.2 Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) 

Non-negative matrix factorization is a commonly used method in computer vision 

and data clustering (Lee and Seung, 1999). In contrast to other methods that are more 

focused on returning a combination of the original variables as the reduced dimensions, 

NMF finds a parts-based representation. In the shape dataset, this means that each of the 

basis shapes is going to be good at explaining a particular segment of the worm and the 

corresponding amplitude will directly correlate with the size of displacement in that 

segment. Running the algorithm returns a set of basis shapes that indeed divides the worm 

into 5 approximately equally spaced segments (Figure 3.3A-B) corresponding to the head, 

the neck, the midbody, the hip and the tail regions. Together, the five eigenshapes explain 

about the same fraction of the variance of the overall data as PCA and ICA (Figure 3.3C). 

None of the pairs of projections form a particularly clear quadrature pair seen in PCA or 

ICA, suggesting little oscillatory behaviour between the different body segments (Figure 

3.3.D). 
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Figure 3.3. (A) Non-negative matrix factorization returns five basis shapes that explain 97.6% 
of the variance in the angle data. The graph shows an x-y coordinate representation of the 
modes with the resampled basis shapes in grey. (B) Angle representation of the basis shapes 
in (A) (legend in (C)). (C) The fraction of the variance explained along the worm by including 
an increasing number of basis shapes suggests that the modes can each explain a different 
part of the worm well, in this case localized to the five major segments of the worm. (D) 
Bivariate histograms for the amplitudes of basis shapes (wild type worm, 15 minutes, frame 
rate: 30 Hz). Basis shapes 3 and 4, and 1 and 5 both form incomplete rings, suggesting a 
more diffuse representation of the oscillatory sinusoidal crawling behaviour using NMF. 
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The NMF segment features of each worm were approximated by calculating the 

mean absolute projected amplitudes across each video. These values were then compared 

across all 335 genotypes in the database using the basis shapes derived from the training 

set of wild type N2 shapes. (This set of basis shapes captures the same amount of variance 

in N2 and mutants.) At least one feature was significantly different compared to the wild 

type N2 strain in 172 genotypes (significance level: 0.01, Bonferroni corrected Mann-

Whitney U-test) (Figure 3.4). The results confirm earlier research: for instance the mutant 

snf-6 is known to have exaggerated head movements (Kim et al. 2004). Most behavioural 

studies have not focused on describing the locomotion phenotype in detail, as this is often 

difficult to do by eye. However, NMF can provide testable hypotheses on the location of 

effect in a novel way, for instance with regards to the mode of action of the gene nlp-1. 

The lack of this neuropeptide is known to increase the turning rate of the worm via 

modulating the AIA neurons, but it is not obvious how these two are linked exactly, as these 

neurons are highly interconnected with other neurons (Chalasani et al., 2010). We find that 

nlp-1 mutants show an increase in the amplitude projected onto the mode that 

corresponds to the head, while there is no significant difference along other parts of the 

body (Figure 3.4).  Such a localized response could help constrain hypotheses for AIA 

function by focusing on neural circuits that modulate head muscles. NMF can also help in 

discerning phenotypes that may be masked by more obvious effects. An example of this is 

the egg-5 mutant that has severe developmental problems during the embryo phase while 

still in the parent worm (Parry et al. 2009). The increased movement in the hip and the tail 

of the worm (Figure 3.4) could be due to a decrease of eggshell on the eggs inside the 

gonads, making them more flexible and less restrictive for the worm. 
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Figure 3.4. The mean of the absolute projected amplitudes corresponding to each basis shape from 
non-negative matrix factorization is taken for individual worms of four different genotypes. (wild type 
N2: n = 1303, snf-6: n = 43, nlp-1: n = 22, egg-5: n = 23) snf-6 and nlp-1 worms have significantly 
increased head motion, but normal movement in the rest of their body in terms of magnitude (padj(snf-
6) = 3.13 x 10-14, nlp-1) = 6.83 x 10-4), while the opposite can be observed in egg-5 mutants (padj(hip) = 
8.19 x 10-5, padj(tail) = 2.48 x 10-6). 

 

3.3.3 Fourier cosine series 

Data-driven dimensionality reduction methods are inherently dependent on the 

dataset used to train them, meaning that the basis shapes produced will be different if a 

different training set is used. If the training set is large enough, variation will be small, but 

if only a small number of trajectories are available for a given condition then the derived 

shapes could vary significantly from sample to sample. Using a set of pre-determined basis 

shapes would avoid this issue, but to be useful they must explain most of the shape space 
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variance across different individuals, just as data-driven methods do. Given the sinuous set 

of basis shapes derived using both PCA and ICA, a Fourier cosine series as a set of basis 

shapes would be appropriate to test to see if it could capture worm shapes compactly 

(Figure 3.5A-B). The first four basis shapes of the cosine series captured 96.9% of the 

variance across the mutant shape test set (Figure 3.5C). While the cosine series performs 

significantly worse than PCA (p=2.49*10-11, t-test), the difference is small (the top four PCA 

components capture 97.1% of the variance) and may be negligible for many applications. 

Using a set of analytically defined modes may prove useful in theoretical applications, too. 

 

Figure 3.5. (A) A cosine series was used to generate four basis shapes with increasing 
frequency. The corresponding x-y representations are shown. (B) The fraction of the 
variance explained along the worm by including an increasing number of basis shapes. 
(C) The shapes in the testing set were reconstructed using the four sinusoidal basis 
shapes and the top four modes of principal component analysis. The histogram of the 
correlation coefficients (between the reconstructed and the original shapes) suggests a 
significant, but small difference between the sinusoidal analysis (96.9%) and the data-
driven approach (97.1%) (t-test, p = 2.49 x 10-11). 
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3.3.4 Dynamic PCA (jPCA) 

The methods considered above are time independent: they only take into account 

the distribution of shapes. In contrast, jPCA uses time series trajectories of worm motion: 

it maps the shape space with PCA and then reorients these components to identify 

components that show strong oscillations over time (Churchland et al., 2012). Using this 

method on wild type (N2) trajectories leads to three pairs of components, each pair 

corresponding to a segment along the body of the worm (Figure 3.6A-B). The components 

are ordered according to the strength of the oscillation detected rather than the fraction 

of shape variance explained, indicating that the oscillation produced during locomotion 

decreases in strength from head to tail on average.  
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Figure 3.6. (A) jPCA is run with 12 components (top 6 shown here). The graph shows an 
x-y coordinate representation of the modes with the resampled basis shapes in grey. (B) 
Bivariate histograms for the amplitudes of basis shapes (wild type worm, 15 minutes, 
frame rate: 30 Hz). Basis shapes 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 all form rings, suggesting 
an oscillatory behaviour between them and independent sinusoidal waves in the 
corresponding parts of the body. 

 

Worms have different movement patterns during reversals as opposed to forward 

motion. I analysed different mutants to see if there is any difference compared to wild type 

N2 by looking at the anterior body oscillation, a behaviour that was the most rotationally 
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robust in the dataset. Similarly to NMF, there is a large number of mutants (168, 

significance level: 0.01) significantly different compared to wild type N2 in the size of the 

anterior oscillation. Two examples are shown in Figure 3.7. It appears that the wild type 

worm reduces the size of its anterior body oscillation during spontaneous reversals, 

prompting the consideration of whether this feature was sensitive to the head tip 

oscillation of the worm, as this is known to be suppressed during reversal (Alkema et al., 

2005). However, the anterior oscillation detected by jPCA is not suppressed during touch-

evoked reversals (Figure 3.7).  I also looked at the tdc-1(n3419) mutant strain that has been 

reported to maintain their head tip oscillation during touch-evoked reversals (Alkema et 

al., 2005). As with N2, I do not detect a change in jPCA anterior oscillation in tdc-1(n3419) 

touch-evoked reversals, but the magnitude of the oscillation is lower in tdc-1 worms even 

during spontaneous forward locomotion. This suggests that the jPCA anterior oscillation is 

not the same as the small oscillation that worms exhibit at the very tip of their heads. 

Despite this, the jPCA anterior oscillation does show a difference between spontaneous 

and touch-evoked reversals: both wild type and tdc-1 worms show a stronger anterior body 

oscillation during touch-evoked reversals (Figure 3.7). Finally, I also found that egg-5 

mutants fail to suppress their anterior body oscillation during reversal, even though they 

behave normally during forward locomotion. 
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Figure 3.7. The amplitude of the jPCA anterior oscillation is measured for individual 
worms of three different genotypes during forward locomotion and reversals (wild type 
N2: n = 1303, tdc-1: n = 19, egg-5: n = 23) tdc-1 has significantly reduced head oscillation 
during forward locomotion, but suppresses it during reversals to the same magnitude as 
wild types (padj(tdc-1) = 4.80 x 10-5), while the opposite can be observed in egg-5 mutants 
(padj(egg-5) = 3.71 x 10-4). During touch-evoked reversals, head oscillation is reduced in 
both wild type N2 and tdc-1 worms. Both have a significantly smaller ratio 
(forward/spontaneous reversal) than wild type (padj(tdc-1) = 3.73 x 10-6 , padj(egg-5) = 
6.69 x 10-6). 

 

4. Discussion 

In this chapter, I used four different dimensionality reduction methods to obtain a 

number of new features that can be used to describe different groups of worms. The new 

features are straightforward to use and show interpretable differences between mutants. 

Worm behaviour has often been described using states defined by the experimenter. Using 
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recording equipment and automated feature extraction was initially conceived to help with 

the process of group assignment and definition (Baek et al., 2002; de Bono and Bargmann, 

1998), and this has been extended with unsupervised methods to detect patterns in worm 

locomotion (Brown et al., 2013; Schwarz et al., 2015).  As this work shows, the basis used 

for representing shape can reveal different aspects of behaviour and this provides new 

avenues for the future development of behaviour classification and analysis methods. 

None of the methods returned a more compact representation of the C. elegans 

shape space compared to PCA, confirming the previous lower-bound dimensionality of four 

for the worm shape space. However, different projections provide different kinds of 

information, for instance the intuitive joint-like representation of postural dynamics 

through non-negative matrix factorization or the full-body oscillations from independent 

component analysis. In addition, ICA clearly defines two sets of basis shapes (1 and 2; 3 and 

4) corresponding to two waves with different frequencies, suggesting a possible 

representation of worm behaviour as a superposition of two fundamental oscillations. The 

set of sinusoidal basis shapes provides an analytically defined set of shapes that could be 

used across experiments and labs to make results more directly comparable since they 

generalize well across mutant strains. jPCA contributes an interesting insight into the 

dynamic oscillation patterns of the worm body. This pattern could be consistent with a 

central pattern generator in the head producing an oscillation that becomes less coherent 

as it propagates down the worm losing its strength in steps (Gjorgjieva et al., 2014). 

Behaviour is a dynamic process often involving shifts between different states, 

single events and cyclic episodes. The new features also change over time, but this was not 

taken into account when the database was interrogated. Instead, I used the magnitude 

averaged over the entire recording that reflects the general shape of the worm during the 

recording, which was sufficient to detect many significant differences. However, thorough 

time series analysis would likely reveal more details about the locomotion trajectories. 

Oscillations are ubiquitous in all four bases, but each feature also has a rich dynamical 

profile with different properties. Comparison between these has the potential to provide 

different and complementary information, including the characterisation of different 

feeding states, such as satiety quiescence. In the following chapters, I use different time 
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series analysis methods to better define this state using the features defined here. At the 

same time, some bases may be better suited than others for defining predictors of single 

events such as omega turns, and description of periodic behaviours like reversals. 
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CHAPTER 4: TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Quantitative analysis of the change in animal behaviour over time can reveal new 

information about the behaviour itself. Even the earliest studies on animal behaviour 

recognised the importance of analysing the time dimension of actions, for example 

earthworms were recorded to take different lengths of time to draw leaves down their 

burrows based on the temperature (Darwin, 1881). However, there was initially little effort 

to provide a complete description of the behaviour of a species, either in terms of detailed 

quantitative understanding of particular behaviours, or the number of different behaviours 

an animal is capable of exhibiting under different experimental conditions or in the wild. 

These two aims were realised as stated goals of ethology during the first half of the 20th 

century, but were considered mutually exclusive until recent years. 

Experimental analysis of behaviour (EAB) or behaviourism first became prominent 

when scientists were trying to describe a theory of learning (Skinner, 1950). There are 

many learning behaviours, but most of them tend to operate based on a few key principles. 

These key principles cannot be easily discovered by simply observing the behaviour of an 

animal over time – instead, controlled experiments are necessary in a laboratory 

environment. As such, this approach is ultimately based on inductive, data-driven 

examinations where the results of certain experiments are generalised to describe the 

overall principles (Skinner, 1974). This method was used to describe classical conditioning 

(Pavlov and Thompson, 1910) and it is still being used to this day, most prominently 

through the operant conditioning chamber (Krebs, 1983; Hoffman, 2016), an important 

laboratory device used for learning studies. In addition, the principles of EAB apply to most 

behavioural studies conducted in a laboratory environment, as most conditions are kept 

constant or at a level unlike what would be expected in a natural environment, but the 

results obtained are still hoped to hold general significance. In the case of the present 

study, worms are maintained and experimented on at a near-constant temperature and 

humidity, and using a single bacterial strain as food source (conditions clearly not present 
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in the wild), but we still assume that the results reveal something fundamental about the 

genetic principles of feeding behaviour. 

Followers of a deductive approach to the analysis of animal behaviour advocate 

simply observing the animals (rather than noting their reaction to induced conditions) and 

aim to provide ‘complete’ sets of behaviours, ideally in a natural environment (Tinbergen, 

1963). While scientists recognise that no such compilation can be complete and any 

description is bound to be subjective, this approach allows a more holistic understanding 

of the underlying causes of behaviour, including from an evolutionary aspect (Tinbergen, 

1951). This approach also saw the advent of descriptions routinely incorporating a time 

element in the form of ethograms. These are catalogues of behaviours exhibited by an 

animal, containing pre-defined behaviours, such as ‘sitting upright’ or ‘climbing’, often 

together with the frequency of each of the behaviours and in some cases with the 

probability of transitions from one to another (Abeelen, 1964; Brunberg et al., 2011). 

However, the definition is often subjective and can be interpreted differently by different 

experimenters, leading to inconsistencies. One such example is the lack of agreement on 

what constitutes an omega turn for C. elegans (Szigeti et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the 

proponents of this approach argue that identifying as large a set of behaviours as possible 

allows for more realistic theories of the principles underlying behaviour, as all components 

of behaviour can be analysed together. 

These two approaches represent an important theoretical trade-off in terms of 

what conclusions can be drawn from different studies. The more one focuses on a 

particular behaviour, the less relevant the results are going to be in terms of what the 

animal does in the wild, but the more one aims to encompass the entire behaviour, the 

less detailed and concrete the description is going to be. While the underlying dichotomy 

of this issue is due to the fundamental differences between deduction and induction, and 

therefore it can never be fully resolved in a single study, it has become possible to balance 

the two approaches much more easily in recent years. This is thanks to the much wider 

availability of high-resolution tracking, and improved and automatic phenotyping by video 

analysis software. The former ensures that animals are continuously observed in a largely 

unrestricted area in the tradition of observations informing ethograms, while the latter 
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allows for an objective quantification of the behaviour using pre-determined features, in 

line with early behaviourism.   

As time series are used in a wide variety of scientific fields, including signal 

processing in engineering, mathematical finance in mathematics and astronomy in physics, 

many of the general approaches and principles used when considering biological data have 

their origin in these fields (Tuan, 1983; Shumway and Stoffer, 2000). The appropriate 

technique to be used depends on the primary goal of the analysis itself – in the context of 

large scale biological datasets such as the one collected for this project, this tends to be 

classification and description of the samples based on certain underlying characteristics, 

such as the genotype or the experimental conditions.  

Traditionally, each field of study developed its own set of time series features 

whose definitions were often informed by prior, qualitative understanding of the system 

in question (Richman and Moorman, 2000; Feng et al., 2004). Such a set of features can be 

very useful, as it is easily understood by other practitioners of the field and allow easy 

comparison across a variety of different conditions. When carefully defined based on 

detailed theoretical understanding of the system, it can find subtle phenotypes that could 

not be observed using traditional descriptions (Brown et al., 2013). However, sets of 

features are sometimes simply more accurately measuring previously known biological 

properties, and this makes the identification of a truly novel phenotype somewhat more 

difficult. Recently, there have been efforts to standardise the time series features used in 

worm behaviour, starting with the release of the OpenWorm Analysis Toolbox (Szigeti et 

al., 2014; 2018). Part of the larger OpenWorm project that aims to accurately model the 

behaviour of C. elegans, the open source toolbox is planned to be under constant review 

to make sure that the features included are agreed to be important by the entire 

community. 

A more methodological approach to time series analysis makes use of as many time 

series features as possible, including ones from different scientific fields. A computational 

framework called highly comparative time series analysis (hctsa) was recently developed 

to make such a systematic approach possible (Fulcher and Jones, 2017; Fulcher et al., 

2013). It uses over 7000 time series measures developed in the fields of statistics, 
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economics, statistical physics and biomedicine, and provides descriptions relating to the 

auotocorrelation structure, information theoretic properties and linearity of the time 

series, among many more. It has been used to describe and interpret differences between 

the EEGs or the heartbeat interval series of healthy and diseased people, in addition to 

training classifiers capable of distinguishing between different mutants of C. elegans and 

Drosophila melanogaster based on their behaviour. 

The hctsa framework is particularly suitable for the goals of this project for two 

reasons. First, it can find time series measures that are good at classifying between worms 

displaying satiety quiescence and those that do not in a training set. The strain-specific 

values associated with these features can then be used for genomic analysis. Second, each 

time series feature has a rich literature associated with it in its original field of study, 

allowing for the interpretation of the differences between the different conditions based 

on what is known about it. Care must be taken not to overstate the importance of 

individual features, but it is possible to learn more about the characteristics of behavioural 

states and the details of the response to different experimental conditions, such as the 

satiety quiescence-inducing conditions. 

One example of this is the characterization of the spontaneous switch between the 

feeding states of the worm. C. elegans has been reported to have three different 

behavioural states (roaming, dwelling and quiescence) that are influenced by food 

availability and nutritional status (You et al., 2008a). The states are traditionally defined by 

instantaneous midbody speed when using automatic tracking, but this is known to have its 

limits when trying to find well-defined states (Ben Arous et al., 2009; Fujiwara et al., 2002a; 

Gallagher et al., 2013b). Shape has been useful for detecting lethargus, a different 

quiescent state that has a specific posture associated with it (Iwanir et al., 2013; Nelson 

and Raizen, 2013). The new shape features defined in Chapter 3 could provide further 

insight into the dynamics of the worm shape in response to satiety quiescence inducing 

conditions, potentially characterising different behavioural states. 
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4.2 Methods 

Each video of a tracked worm has an enormous amount of information associated 

with it. As detailed in Chapters 2 and 3, there are many different time series features that 

can be used to represent this information. However, analysing every single one of these 

would result in false positive hits due to the multiple comparisons, as many of the features 

are partially correlated. It is instead necessary to make a choice of a subset of features 

informed by previous work on useful features. As such, I picked six different time series 

features to analyse the dynamic behaviour of the worms: 

- midbody speed, a feature regularly used in locomotion state models (Ben 

Arous et al., 2009; Gallagher et al., 2013b), 

- turning shape feature derived from PCA, as worms often respond to 

changes in environmental conditions by changing the probability of turning 

(Gray et al., 2005; Ryu and Samuel, 2002; Stephens et al., 2008), 

- sinusoidal crawling motion features derived from ICA, as worms use this 

method of locomotion by default (Cronin et al., 2005; Gaugler and Bilgrami, 

2004; White et al., 1986), 

- specific head and tail shape features derived from NMF, as head motion is 

expected to be linked to foraging and navigation behaviours (Gray et al., 

2005; Ward, 1973), while tail motion is often overlooked but could be 

linked to internal organ changes (Gyenes and Brown, 2016; Parry et al., 

2009).  

4.2.1 Pre-processing 

In most fields of study, the first step of time series analysis is pre-processing of the 

data. This is carried out with a range of specific goals in mind, including the handling of 

missing values, the reduction of noise and the normalisation of the data (Anguera et al., 

2016; Zhao et al., 2006), and is usually informed by field-specific knowledge, such as the 

problem of subjects moving in fMRI machines or seasonal effects of tourism (Churchill et 

al., 2012; Clavería González et al., 2015). However, it is important to keep in mind that all 
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of these steps change the time series in a way that any subsequent analysis step could 

return a different result than expected. In fact, in some cases the effects of the pre-

processing themselves are studied alongside the actual effect (Crone et al., 2006). As such, 

I endeavoured to undertake as few pre-processing steps as possible, keeping them to the 

absolute minimum. This was especially important because many of the field-specific hctsa 

features use specific pre-processing steps, therefore the results would likely differ 

significantly otherwise.  

The two pre-processing steps used on most time series features before full analysis 

were interpolation over the missing values, followed by downsampling. There are many 

time series features that do not work well (or at all) when there are missing values in the 

data, therefore the interpolation step is essential. Missing values can arise in two different 

ways: first, by the worm leaving the field of view of the camera, a rare event resulting in a 

time series shorter than the recording. As part of the analysis pipeline described in Chapter 

2, videos with less than 5 minutes of useful data were ignored. The other way missing 

features can occur is by the tracking algorithm losing track of the worm in the video. This 

case happens in most video recordings due to the thick food required for the display of 

satiety quiescence, a unique challenge for the tracking algorithm. However, it typically lasts 

for short periods of time, about 0.04-4.76 seconds (1-119 frames, 95% confidence interval), 

therefore linear interpolation can be used to correct for it. 

Downsampling the data reduces the computational load while maintaining as much 

of the information content as possible. A typical time series contains over 20,000 data 

points, as the recordings took place over 15 minutes at 25 frames per second. The time 

required for many of the hctsa features to be calculated correlates with the length of the 

time series. In fact, time series as long as the ones collected take prohibitively long to 

calculate. However, the frame rate is also very high, suggesting that it should be possible 

to downsample the data while retaining most of the information. Determining the 

downsampling factor is often complex, as the process could result in aliasing (causing the 

signal to become indistinguishable from other signals), if the new sampling frequency is 

significantly different from the frequency of the underlying periodicity of the time series 

(Mitchell and Netravali, 1988; Sun et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2017). A simple and 
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conservative method suggested by Nick Jones (personal communication) involves using the 

autocorrelation function of the time series to identify the underlying frequency: the 

downsampling factor is the value that is one order of magnitude lower than the time lag at 

which the function hits 0.5. In the case of the dataset in this project, this value is 3 and 

therefore this was used as the downsampling factor for each time series, resulting in an 

effective sampling rate of 8.33 frames per second. The fastest worm movement that can 

be expected to be detected in the present recording and analysis setup is the head swing, 

as this typically lasts 0.5-2 seconds and each peak would be represented by at least 4 data 

points (Izquierdo and Lockery, 2010; Kato et al., 2014). While it is true that the pharyngeal 

pumping events typically last for only 50 ms, the spatial resolution of the recordings is not 

high enough for these to be observable (in fact, the sampling rate would need to be 60 fps 

for accurate detection which is higher than the rate at which even the original recording 

was carried out) (Scholz et al., 2016).  

No further pre-processing of the time series was carried out for the analysis 

presented in this work. This includes smoothing by moving average, low- or high-pass 

frequency filters and curve fitting, among others. Importantly, I did not carry out deskewing 

of the midbody speed time series, a transformation that has been suggested to be 

important in some previous modelling work of satiety quiescence, as it handles outliers 

(Gallagher et al., 2013b). The reason for this is that the hctsa feature set includes methods 

that specifically test the role of outliers compared to the rest of the time series, thereby 

any prior deskewing would affect the results. At the same time, any future modelling work 

using this dataset should include this step. 

4.2.2 Software 

A local copy of the highly comparative time-series analysis software was 

downloaded from the project website and used for all subsequent analysis (Github commit: 

6526cdb) (Fulcher, 2018). It was used as follows, 

- Pre-process the data as described in 4.2.1 and save .mat files that include 

three arrays: the time series themselves, a set of corresponding and unique 
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labels and a set of corresponding keywords (such as the strain name or the 

condition). 

- Compute the full set of features on all time series. 

- Remove time series measures that return the same value for every time 

series or that do not return a value at all. This happens to about 3000 

measures on average, as some measures require the time series to have 

certain properties (such as nonnegativity). 

- Normalise each remaining feature using a scaled robust sigmoid function. 

The built-in function first fits the values to a sigmoid to account for outliers, 

then rescales to a unit interval. 

- The features can now be compared in a variety of ways, as detailed below. 

4.2.2.1 Cluster 

A High Performance Compute (HPC) cluster was used to carry out much of the 

analysis. This was necessary because the calculation of the full set of features for each time 

series takes a significant amount of time on a regular desktop computer ranging from 20 

minutes to 1 hour. Speed-related time series take particularly long to calculate due to the 

larger absolute values in the time series. The HPC cluster available to members of the 

Department of Mathematics, Imperial College London includes 34 compute servers 

(Ubuntu Linux 16.04 Server edition Long Term Support) with 340 processor cores with each 

person allowed 30 jobs to run at any given time. MATLAB and all of the necessary additional 

toolboxes are installed throughout the cluster, therefore the hctsa software can be run 

with only minor modifications limited to stopping automatic display of figures by some 

default Computation functions. As the server itself uses the Torque/Maui fork of the 

Portable Batch System (PBS) software for job scheduling, wrapper scripts were written in 

that language. In addition, Bash (a Unix shell and command language) was used to write 

shell executable files to efficiently send hundreds of jobs to the cluster using only one 

command. All code can be found in a GitHub online repository at 

http://github.com/GyenesThesis2018/ThesisScripts/new/master.  
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4.2.3 Data and statistics 

The training set needs to be chosen so as to ensure that the identified features 

would be good at classifying differences between responses to satiety quiescence inducing 

conditions. To fulfil this condition, I decided to use a subset of the recordings of the worms 

that were under the control conditions, N2 worms maintained on HB101 and on OP50. 

First, it is well-established that the former worms show a more pronounced behaviour to 

the fasting paradigm than the latter, therefore it is very likely that the hctsa algorithm 

would find differences in the various time series. If any other strains were included, it 

would be unclear what the classification feature really corresponds to. Second, two 

categories are much easier to work with when running classification assays. In addition, as 

I recorded worms in the control condition every day throughout the entire screen, there 

are over 400 recordings of each. This means that even a substantially-sized training set 

would not affect any analysis further downstream. In the end, 200 worms on HB101 and 

200 worms on OP50 were randomly chosen for the analysis in this chapter. The full set of 

time series measures were calculated on all five of the time series (see 4.2) of each of these 

400 worms. 

The hctsa software has a built-in function that can find informative time series 

measures with good classification accuracy. As each of these measures were originally 

defined to be good at classification in their respective scientific field, almost all of them 

perform better than pure chance. To rank them, the top classifiers were calculated for 200 

random subsets of 50 worms from each condition. The mean classification accuracy was 

calculated and the five features with the highest values were analysed in more detail. 

4.3 Discipline-based analysis 

Traditionally, satiety quiescence has been defined using very simple measures 

relating to the midbody speed, such as the percentage of time the worm spent in a 

quiescent state throughout a recording. A commonly used proxy measure of this is the 

mean speed: when the worm spends more time motionless, it is going to have a lower 

mean speed (Gallagher et al., 2013b; Nelson and Raizen, 2013). Interestingly, this measure 

is not a particularly good classifier in the present dataset, with an accuracy of only 53.8% 
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when using a support vector machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation (see Figure 

4.1). This underlines the need for a more thorough investigation of the dataset. 

 

Figure 4.1. Violin plots of the normalised mean midbody 
speed (a.u.) of individual worms on different food 
sources (E. coli strains HB101 and OP50). Each dot 
corresponds to the mean midbody speed of a single 
worm, while the lines correspond to the mean of the 
group. The classification bar indicates the threshold 
value for classification between the two conditions. 
(Mean classification accuracy using support vector 
machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation: 
53.8%.) 

 

4.4 Top features of the methodological analysis 

4.4.1 Speed 

The features describing midbody speed have the highest classification accuracy as 

compared to the ones describing shape-related time-series. This is expected, as the speed 

of the worm is causally linked to the locomotion state of the worm that in turn is strongly 

linked to the quality of the bacterial strain used as a food source (Ben Arous et al., 2009; 

Shtonda and Avery, 2006a). The top five features can be grouped into three main types 

each corresponding to a different mode of analysis, but all of them separate the two 

different conditions into two distinct groups. 
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The most efficient feature is the output of the moving threshold model with the 

classification accuracy at 75.5% (Figure 4.2). This model improves on older methods of 

identifying extreme events by moving a pre-defined threshold as it encounters values that 

exceed it. The threshold increases when an event is hit to then continuously decrease over 

time until a new one is encountered. The model was originally developed to simulate 

human reactions or natural feedback responses to extreme events and it operates in a 

similar way in the context of midbody speed by measuring bouts of activity. When the 

worm starts a high-speed bout, it is registered as an extreme event, but due to the 

increased threshold, the rest of the bout is not picked up. The particular feature used to 

classify the data is the standard deviation of the interevent time distribution, therefore it 

is linked to the distribution of the extreme events in a time series. The interpretation of 

the feature depends on the frequency of extreme events in a time series, as extremely rare 

events would likely have lower variation in this particular case. While it is true that worms 

reared on OP50 have a higher frequency of extreme events (therefore corresponding to 

more high-speed bouts), the difference is not particularly high with the classification test 

based on that feature having an accuracy of only 59.1%. Worms raised on HB101 display 

extreme events frequently enough to return a reliable distribution of interevent periods. 

As such, higher values of the feature reported here correspond to more variable lengths of 

interevent periods, suggesting less periodic occurrences of shorter high-speed bouts, 

potentially corresponding to a switch into a state with more high-speed bouts during the 

recording.  
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Figure 4.2. Violin plots of the normalised standard deviation of the 
interevent time distribution of the moving threshold model (a.u.) of 
individual worms on different food sources (E. coli strains HB101 and 
OP50). Each dot corresponds to the mean midbody speed of a single 
worm, while the lines correspond to the mean of the group. The 
classification bar indicates the threshold value for classification between 
the two conditions. (Mean classification accuracy using support vector 
machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation: 75.5%). 

 

Symbolic transformation is a powerful tool resulting in accurate classifiers with one 

of the corresponding features having a correct classification rate of 74.5% (Figure 4.3). 

Compression of C. elegans behavioural sequences and the analysis of the motifs present in 

such a representation have been shown to work well at describing different worm strains, 

including N2 and CB4856 worms, but previous work used the shape of the worm to define 

a dictionary with a data-driven method, while the algorithm reported here is a more 

stereotyped measure that is easily transferrable between different time series or even 

fields of studies (Gomez-Marin et al., 2016). The method first uses a coarse graining 

algorithm to assign one of three symbols to each time step based on the corresponding 

numerical value of the speed so that each symbol is present in equal numbers. It then looks 

for motifs in the symbol sequence representation compared to a random sequence of 

symbols. It was originally created to identify unknown patterns in financial time series data 
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and can point out repeated anomalies like changes between symbols (Ma et al., 2016; 

Wilson et al., 2008). As such, it has also been suggested to be useful in forecasting. The 

particular advantage of this method is the small number of parameters it uses other than 

the number of symbols used and the length of motifs searched for. The feature reported 

here relates to the symbol motif ‘bccc’, meaning an initial average speed value followed by 

a sustained sequence of high values. Unsurprisingly, worms maintained on OP50 

experience such a sequence more frequently, although it does provide additional 

information compared to what was known before: these worms do not simply move faster 

for longer periods of time, they also enter this faster state more frequently compared to 

worm on HB101.  

 

Figure 4.3. Violin plots of the normalised frequency of the symbolic 
motif ‘bccc’ (a.u.) of worms on different food sources (E. coli strains 
HB101 and OP50). Each dot corresponds to the mean midbody 
speed of a single worm, while the lines correspond to the mean of 
the group. The classification bar indicates the threshold value for 
classification between the two conditions. (Mean classification 
accuracy using support vector machine classification with 10-fold 
cross-validation: 74.5%). 

 

Finally, pre-processing the time series can differentially affect some of its properties 

based on the food source. As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, each pre-processing step 

has an effect on the underlying information content of a time series and therefore the time 

series used in this analysis were left as close to the original ones as possible. As such, 
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changes can be quantified and used to find differences between the two different 

conditions, a process that would be difficult to justify if any smoothing had already been 

applied to the time series. All three features presented here are ratios of measures applied 

to the time series after the pre-processing and to the raw time series. In two cases (Figure 

4.4 B-C), the time series were smoothed using a running mean filter with a 10-frame-long 

time window (corresponding to 1.2 seconds), while one feature used a running median 

filter with the same time window (Figure 4.4 A). As a next step, two features compare the 

kernel-smoothed distribution of the values of the speed time series with the distribution 

fitted to it by a Gaussian model using the overlap integral of the two curves normalised by 

the variance (Figure 4.4 A-B). This means that the higher the value is, the closer the 

estimated probability density function of the speed distribution is to the corresponding 

Gaussian model. If the ratio of the overlap integral after and before the pre-processing is 

close to 1 (as it is in this case when looking at the raw, non-normalised values the hctsa 

features return – the violin plots in Figure 4.4 correspond to values normalised according 

to the protocol in 4.2.2), then pre-processing makes no difference to the relationship 

between the probability density function and the Gaussian model fitted to it, suggesting 

that the smoothing makes no substantial difference in this case. However, when the value 

is larger than 1 (or in the normalised setting shown in the figure, closer to 1), smoothing 

makes the speed distribution resemble the fitted Gaussian model more, implying that 

there are fewer outlying values and that they last for shorter periods of time.  

The third feature performs an outlier test after the initial smoothing (Figure 4.4 C). 

The test itself is simply the ratio of the standard deviation of the speed distribution after 

removing the highest and lowest 2% of values in the time series and before doing so. When 

the ratio of ratios is close to 1 (as it is in the case of worms on OP50), the smoothing makes 

no difference to the outlier test, as it returns approximately the same result. As the other 

two pre-processing related features, this also suggests that the time series associated with 

worms on OP50 have a rich dynamic that is largely unaffected by smoothing algorithms. In 

contrast, worms fed with HB101 mostly have a lower value of the feature, meaning that 

even a simple moving average filter can easily eliminate their outliers, suggesting a much 

simpler dynamic to the time series. It is also worth pointing out that while almost all worms 

on OP50 display a smoothing-resistant and rich time series dynamic, the reverse is not true 
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for worms on HB101 with the distribution much more uniformly distributed. This means 

that there is considerable variation in the overall dynamics and the number of outliers 

across different animals, suggesting a more complex and variable satiety quiescence in 

response to HB101 than previously assumed. 

   

Figure 4.4. Violin plots of normalised features based on pre-processing analysis (a.u.) of 
worms on different food sources (E. coli strains HB101 and OP50). Each dot corresponds 
to the mean midbody speed of a single worm, while the lines correspond to the mean of 
the group. The classification bar indicates the threshold value for classification between 
the two conditions, the mean classification accuracy is calculated using support vector 
machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation. A) Gaussian model-based feature 
using a running median filter (mean classification accuracy: 75.0%), B) Gaussian model-
based feature using a running mean filter (mean classification accuracy: 75.1%), C) 
Outlier test using a running mean filter (mean classification accuracy: 74.9%). 

 

There are three main conclusions we can draw from the time series features that 

are good at differentiating between the control conditions: 1) worms on OP50 are less 

likely to enter short high-speed bursts, 2) but they are more likely to switch to prolonged 

high-speed states. 3) In addition, they display richer speed dynamics that are largely 

unaffected by smoothing. None of these three conclusions are particularly surprising – 

worms that are sleeping most of the time during recording are more likely to display only 

short bursts of high-speed activity and less likely to maintain a high-speed state, while 

worms that are not sleeping are going to have more overall variation in their time series. 

However, this is the first time that automated feature analysis can be used for the 

breakdown of these particular phenotypes, facilitating any future work looking to identify 

differences limited to a particular feature. In addition, these features are far more accurate 
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classifiers than the mean speed is (Figure 4.1), representing a significant improvement in 

phenotyping. 

4.4.2 Turning 

Turning is a complex behaviour with its various types linked to a number of different 

biological processes. One of the shape-based time series measures defined by principal 

component analysis correlates with a large and constant curvature along the midbody that 

essentially represents turning (Stephens et al., 2008). The feature corresponds to two of 

the most prominent turning modes: the omega turn, one of the principal methods of 

reorientation of the worm in the presence of food (Croll, 1975; Gray et al., 2005) and the 

shallow or gradual turn, frequently used for more general reorientation (Kim et al., 2011). 

Turning is one of the key features used to describe different behavioural states linked to 

feeding and foraging, with frequent turning often associated with more eating (Ben Arous 

et al., 2009; Calhoun et al., 2014). 

Two different entropy measures are the most efficient classifiers of the turning-

related shape feature time series of C. elegans. In both cases, the features used a sliding 

window approach to calculate the entropy measure in a time window of about 1.5 minutes 

throughout the entire time series, followed by calculating the variation of the values 

represented by the standard deviation. This means that the final value for each worm 

corresponds to the variation of complexity throughout the recording, or whether it had 

some phases with unusually more or less complexity.  

Entropy is regularly used in signal processing and information theory to describe 

the probability of all events in a particular system based on the probability distribution with 

only one value (Shannon, 1948). Briefly, when a system has few, high-probability states, its 

entropy is low, but when it has many low-probability states, the entropy is high. The 

entropy of a system is used to describe sequence randomness and complexity across many 

biological applications, and as such, can be used to efficiently compress systems to help 

with understanding (Adami, 2004; Li, 1997; Vinga, 2014). In the case of the turning 

behaviour of worms, a low degree of variation in the entropy across the time series 

suggests that the worm displays a reasonably unchanging turning behaviour throughout 
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the time series (observed in N2 worms on OP50, see Figure 4.5A-B). In contrast, a high 

value means that the worm occasionally displays unexpected turning behaviour, probably 

corresponding to a sudden and rare turning event (observed in some N2 worms on HB101, 

see Figure 4.5A-B). There are two more features of the distributions to note. First, worms 

on HB101 frequently have the same value as worms on OP50. This is not surprising: worms 

that mostly stay still throughout the video would have a low variation in their entropy 

measure. However, it is more interesting to note that there are very few worms on OP50 

that occasionally display improbable turning events (such as an occasional extended pause 

or a period of unusually frequent turning), indicating that these worms mostly stay in one 

behavioural state in terms of turning. Second, both features used a time window of 1.5 

minutes and the classification accuracy drops when the time window is increased to 3 

minutes (and even more so when increased to 7.5 minutes), as the variability between 

different windows decreases within worms on HB101. This likely means that the global 

complexity of the turning behaviour is not particularly large and emphasises the 

importance of local time series features that can look at shorter time scales. 

Sample entropy is a modified version of entropy that makes use of the dynamic 

properties of the time series. While the initial definition of entropy is universally applicable 

to all forms of probability distributions, more specialised versions have since been defined 

for different applications (Garrido, 2011). This includes a description of the unpredictability 

of fluctuations over time (essentially corresponding to a measure of periodicity), called the 

metric entropy, also known as the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (Sinai, 1959). First made 

efficient to use on experimental data as the measure ‘approximate entropy’ (Pincus et al., 

1991), the definition was further modified to produce ‘sample entropy’ to counteract the 

original limitations on noisy data (Richman and Moorman, 2000). These measures are 

commonly used to find disease states in studies of heart rate and EEG (Chen et al., 2005; 

Pincus and Goldberger, 1994; Sabeti et al., 2009), but they have also been employed to 

describe stability in financial systems (Pincus and Kalman, 2004). When applied to short 

segments of worm turning behaviour, a low value corresponds to periodic turning, while a 

high value means that the worm turns in a more disorganised way on the particular time 

scale. Low variability between time windows (such as N2 worms on OP50, Figure 4.5C-D) 

means that the locally defined periodicity stays mostly stable throughout the recording, 
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while a high variability suggests that worms spend some of their time during the video with 

unusually periodic turning behaviour when compared to their average periodicity (see 

worms on HB101, Figure 4.5C-D). Once again, this suggests that worms on OP50 do not 

have different turning-related behavioural states, while worms on HB101 have an 

occasional bout of periodic movement, but otherwise have a largely unstructured turning 

behaviour. 

The two entropy measures correlate well in this dataset, but they measure different 

time series properties. Distributional entropy does not incorporate dynamic information 

and is therefore simply a measure of overall predictability, while sample entropy is more 

sensitive, as it also accounts for periodicity (Anier et al., 2012). This means that the 

correlation diminishes upon faster activity, as worms can turn using a predictable range of 

shapes while not displaying periodicity. In contrast, slow worms have a relatively 

unpredictable range of shapes and little periodicity. To some extent, the separation can be 

observed in the present dataset as well: worms on OP50 always have a limited entropy of 

turning shapes (resulting in low variation), but can display more variation in their 

periodicity in some cases (see Figure 4.5). This suggests that the two measures of entropy 

could be useful when differentiating between different strains. 
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Figure 4.5. Violin plots of normalised variation of different features (a.u.) calculated over 
sliding windows of varying sizes for worms on different food sources (E. coli strains 
HB101 and OP50). Each dot corresponds to the mean midbody speed of a single worm, 
while the lines correspond to the mean of the group. The classification bar indicates the 
threshold value for classification between the two conditions, the mean classification 
accuracy is calculated using support vector machine classification with 10-fold cross-
validation. A-B) Variation in distributional entropy, sliding window size of 1.5 minutes 
moving at increments of A) 45 seconds (mean classification accuracy: 65.4%) or B) 9 
seconds (mean classification accuracy: 65.7%). C-D) Variation in sample entropy, sliding 
window size of 1.5 minutes moving at increments of C) 45 seconds (mean classification 
accuracy: 66.4%) and D) 9 seconds (mean classification accuracy: 65.2%). 
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4.4.3 Sinusoidal crawling 

The worm almost always uses sinusoidal crawling motion to travel on solid surfaces. 

As such, this behaviour was one of the first ones to be described on a neuronal level (Chalfie 

et al., 1985; Riddle et al., 1997b; White et al., 1986), although its higher-order organisation 

is still not understood in detail. For example, it is unclear if proprioception in itself is enough 

to trigger crawling movement (Cohen and Sanders, 2014; Wen et al., 2012) or if a central 

pattern generator is responsible (Kunert et al., 2017; Olivares et al., 2017). However, it has 

been shown that the parameters of the crawling gait can be precisely modulated (to the 

extent that it can seamlessly transition into swimming) and that this modulation is under 

specific genetic control (Berri et al., 2009; Pierce-Shimomura et al., 2008), suggesting that 

the underlying dynamics could hold useful information about the worm. 

Multiscale entropy is a modified version of sample entropy that measures how 

complexity changes over different time scales. It was first described for physiological time 

series with the consideration that neither completely predictable nor completely 

unpredictable signals are particularly complex (Costa et al., 2005; Gao et al., 2015). The 

feature also embodies the biological concept of complex adaptation operating across 

multiple spatial and temporal scales and how this is weakened with disease, age and other 

factors.  The measure has been used for many purposes, including the monitoring of foetal 

heart rate, the assessment of EEG dynamical complexity in patients with Alzheimer’s 

disease and the most interestingly for the present study, the effects of sleep on the heart 

rate (Cao et al., 2006; Costa et al., 2005; Mizuno et al., 2010). It was found that the sample 

entropy of the heart rate changes relatively little across time scales when the subjects were 

asleep. In fact, we can see a similar effect when looking at worms that were fed HB101 and 

are therefore expected to enter satiety quiescence more frequently (see Figure 4.6), as the 

variation between the sample entropies of the sinusoidal crawling motion at different time 

scales is lower than it is for worms that were grown on OP50. This suggests that the latter 

worms have different levels of periodicity across different time scales corresponding to 

different levels of controls. It can be assumed that this is the default, natural mode of action 

for the awake worm. 
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Figure 4.6. Violin plots of normalised measures of sinusoidal crawling motion based on 
the multi-scale entropy of the time series (a.u.) of worms on different food sources (E. 
coli strains HB101 and OP50). Each dot corresponds to the mean midbody speed of a 
single worm, while the lines correspond to the mean of the group. The classification bar 
indicates the threshold value for classification between the two conditions, the mean 
classification accuracy is calculated using support vector machine classification with 10-
fold cross-validation. A) The mean change of sample entropy across increasing scales 
(mean classification accuracy: 69.7%), B) the standard deviation of sample entropies 
across the different scales (mean classification accuracy: 68.9%). 

 

Autocorrelation analysis is a standard tool to find periodic or repeating events in 

signals (Box et al., 2015). Temporal autocorrelation has been used to describe biological 

time series, including ventricular fibrillation and GPS movement data of foraging animals 

in the wild (Boyce et al., 2010; Chen et al., 1987). The features used in the present study 

take 100 non-overlapping, short segments of the sinusoidal motion time series (12 or 24 

seconds each) and calculate the first zero-crossing of the function or its value at different 

lags, followed by taking the standard deviation of these values to obtain a measure of each 

worm. These features are quite similar to the sample entropy performed on the turning 

time series (Figure 4.5C-D), as they all look for repeated or periodic events. In fact, the 

same phenotype can be observed, with worms on OP50 displaying stable and high levels 

of autocorrelation at short time scales throughout the video, while worms raised on HB101 

only had rare time windows with high autocorrelation (Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7. Violin plots of normalised features derived from the autocorrelation analysis 
of the sinusoidal crawling motion of worms (a.u.) on different food sources (E. coli strains 
HB101 and OP50). Each dot corresponds to the mean midbody speed of a single worm, 
while the lines correspond to the mean of the group. The classification bar indicates the 
threshold value for classification between the two conditions, the mean classification 
accuracy is calculated using support vector machine classification with 10-fold cross-
validation. A) The standard deviation of the first zero crossing of the autocorrelation 
function calculated for 100 randomly selected 12-second-long segments of the video 
(mean classification accuracy: 68.6%). B-C) The standard deviation of the value of the 
function B) at lag 1 (mean classification accuracy: 68.6%) and C) at lag 2 (mean 
classification accuracy: 68.8%) calculated for 100 randomly selected 24-second-long 
segments of the video. 

 

4.4.4 Head motion 

The worm head motion is a well-described behavioural pattern thought to be 

modulated by a host of different underlying inner states (Hendricks et al., 2012; Shingai et 

al., 2013). The control of the movement of the head tip (the head swing) is in fact believed 

to be largely independent of the overall worm locomotion (Gray et al., 2005; Sakata and 

Shingai, 2004). While the time series feature used in this analysis does not correspond to 

the head swing exclusively (instead, it corresponds to the motion of the front 20% of the 

worm), it does include it. 

A local forecasting method applied to the head movement can accurately classify 

between the two control conditions (Figure 4.8). The algorithm is simple: each time step is 

assigned a predicted value that equals the median of a short segment of the preceding 

values (in this case, 5 frames or 0.6 seconds). The residuals between the real and predicted 

values are then calculated across the time series for each time point, followed by the 
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calculation of their standard deviation in short segments along the time series (in this case, 

3 minute-long segments). The standard deviation across these segments’ standard 

deviation then becomes the feature reported here. As such, a high value suggests that 

some segments were harder to forecast than others, implying that there are occasional 

bursts of activity, while a low value means that they were all roughly equally easy or 

difficult to predict. While such bursts have been predicted by other features in this chapter, 

there are two notable differences compared to those. First, there is no significant 

difference between the average forecasting error between worms on HB101 and on OP50. 

There is normally only a small difference between the average values of the features 

described in this chapter for worms on HB101 and OP50, as mentioned in previous 

sections, but even different shapes of distributions can have an impact on the variation 

(including the standard deviation) and therefore the interpretation. In the case of this 

feature, the source of variation is only the fact that the worms on HB101 occasionally have 

highly unpredictable activities, while they are normally more predictable than worms on 

OP50. Second, the time window used for the prediction is very small, only 5 frames. This 

corresponds to less than 1 second and has two implications: head movement has a higher 

frequency than the rest of the body (the forecasting performs much better when run with 

other shape features, as it uses longer time windows) and the unpredictable head 

movement bursts of worms on HB101 happen faster than the head movements of worms 

on OP50. One possible explanation for this is that worms might display an exaggerated 

head motion when temporarily exiting the satiety quiescence state to quickly confirm 

information about their surroundings, as it is known that head swings are used to identify 

chemical gradients (Izquierdo and Lockery, 2010; Kato et al., 2014). As worms on OP50 

rarely enter or exit the SQ state, they do not display an exaggerated head movement. 
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Figure 4.8. Violin plots of the normalised variation in the local distribution of the 
errors of a simple forecasting method applied to the head motion of worms (a.u.) 
on different food sources (E. coli strains HB101 and OP50). Each dot corresponds 
to the mean midbody speed of a single worm, while the lines correspond to the 
mean of the group. The classification bar indicates the threshold value for 
classification between the two conditions. (Mean classification accuracy using 
support vector machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation: 65.9%). 

 

The head movement can also be accurately described by the variation in entropy 

between short segments of the overall time series (Figure 4.9). The feature itself is the 

same as the one used to describe the turning rate (see 4.4.2 for more detail) and as such, 

the interpretation is similar, as well. Worms raised on OP50 have less variability in how 

predictable their head motion is, meaning that there are no local differences at lower time 

scales. This in turn implies that there are no head motion-related behavioural states, at 

least none defined by a different probability density function. Worms on HB101 show more 

variability, a sign of the bursts of activity.  
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Figure 4.9. Violin plots of the normalised variations in distributional entropy with a sliding 
window size of 1.5 minutes and varying increments of the head movement of worms 
(a.u.) on different food sources (E. coli strains HB101 and OP50). Each dot corresponds 
to the mean midbody speed of a single worm, while the lines correspond to the mean of 
the group. The classification bar indicates the threshold value for classification between 
the two conditions, the mean classification accuracy is calculated using support vector 
machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation. Increments of A) 1.5 minutes (mean 
classification accuracy: 66.3%), B) 45 seconds (mean classification accuracy: 67.2%) or C) 
9 seconds (mean classification accuracy: 67.1%). D) Violin plot of the normalised 
variation of the standard deviation between different segments (a.u.) (mean 
classification accuracy: 65.8%). 
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4.4.5 Tail motion 

The motion of the worm tail has not been explored in detail, as it is generally 

regarded to simply passively react to the motion initiated by other parts of the worm. It is 

likely true that the worm is not capable of moving its tail independently of the rest of its 

body in any substantial way, as male worms move their entire body forward and backward 

upon adjustment of the spicule during the vulva location instead of simply moving their tail 

alone (Liu and Sternberg, 1995). However, data-driven analysis of the shape has repeatedly 

implied that the tail provides significant variation in the overall shape of the worm, 

including in a dynamic way (Gyenes and Brown, 2016; Stephens et al., 2008). As shown in 

Chapter 3, this is likely due to the effects of the internal state of the worm, including the 

shape of the intestines and the reproductive organs. Satiety quiescence affects the 

metabolism and the fat storage of worms, therefore it is possible that the movement of 

the tail will also be modulated (Hyun et al., 2016; You et al., 2008a). This difference can be 

observed via an increased classification accuracy between worms on HB101 and OP50 

using measures of multi-scale entropy and autocorrelation. The features are similar to the 

ones classifying the turning behaviour with some key differences. 

The multi-scale entropy of the pre-processed tail movement time series suggests 

that there is little control of periodicity in the rate of change of the tail shape across 

different timescales, as shown by (Figure 4.10). The pre-processing step of this feature 

takes the incremental differences in the time series, effectively providing a time series of 

the rate of change. The sample entropy is then calculated at increasingly coarse time scales 

resulting in an increasingly predictable periodicity. In biological studies, such a periodicity 

profile often corresponds to pathological samples, such as congestive heart failure, or to a 

noisy signal, where there is little adaptation and control over different time scales (Costa 

et al., 2005). The almost complete lack of such control over a property as specialised as the 

rate of change of the tail shape is not surprising. However, it appears that worms on OP50 

have a limited control over it at long time scales, as evidenced by the high classification 

accuracy of the feature (Figure 4.10). 
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Figure 4.10. Violin plots of the normalised measures of rate of change of tail motion 
based on the multi-scale entropy of the time series with varying downsampling factors 
(a.u.) of worms on different food sources (E. coli strains HB101 and OP50). Each dot 
corresponds to the mean midbody speed of a single worm, while the lines correspond to 
the mean of the group. The classification bar indicates the threshold value for 
classification between the two conditions, the mean classification accuracy is calculated 
using support vector machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation. Downsampling 
factor of A) 8 (mean classification accuracy: 70.6%) and B) 9 (mean classification 
accuracy: 70.9%).  

 

As mentioned above in the analysis of the turning behaviour, autocorrelation 

analysis based on short segments can be revealing about the overall organisation of a time 

series. Worms fed with OP50 have a higher average time when the first zero-crossing 

occurs (Figure 4.11A), suggesting that they are overall more predictable. However, the 

other plots make it clear that the worm tail movement displays a similar occasional high-

burst activity that has been observed in other shape-related time series, as the standard 

deviation is much lower in worms on OP50 (Figure 4.11B-C). There are two important 

differences to note between the results of the turning behaviour and the head movement. 

First, the time windows used to determine the segments are shorter (only 50-100 frames 

or 6-12 seconds, half of what was used for the turning behaviour), implying that the 

frequency of the movement is higher. Second, the characteristic spread of standard 

deviation values within a condition is reversed with worms on OP50 having a wider range, 
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implying that some worms have more variation and do display the occasional burst of 

activity, and worms on HB101 having uniformly high probability, suggesting that almost all 

worms display occasional bursts of unusual activity (Figure 4.11B-C). 

  
 

Figure 4.11. Violin plots of normalised features based on autocorrelation analysis of the 
tail motion (a.u.) of worms on different food sources (E. coli strains HB101 and OP50). 
Each dot corresponds to the mean midbody speed of a single worm, while the lines 
correspond to the mean of the group. The classification bar indicates the threshold value 
for classification between the two conditions, the mean classification accuracy is 
calculated using support vector machine classification with 10-fold cross-validation. A) 
The mean of the first zero crossing of the autocorrelation function calculated for 100 
randomly selected 6-second-long segments of the video (mean classification accuracy: 
70.8%). B-C) The standard deviation of the value of the function B) at lag 1 (mean 
classification accuracy: 71.4%) and C) at lag 2 (mean classification accuracy: 70.5%) 
calculated for 100 randomly selected B) 6-second-long, or C) 12-second-long segments 
of the video. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

The analysis of different time series features reveals interesting details about the 

different behavioural reactions to satiety quiescence inducing conditions. However, most 

of these details can be grouped into just two categories based on whether they were 

derived from the midbody speed or any of the shape-based features. It is partially due to 

the underlying characteristics of the time series themselves that the features most 

accurate at classifying between conditions are so different between these two groups. As 

the values that the shape-based features can take are necessarily limited to a relatively 

small range of values (as the body of the worm has a strict, physical limit to how contorted 

it can be), and they oscillate between positive and negative values, measures of outliers 
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are unlikely to find differences. However, it is important to note that many features use 

pre-processing to get past such a problem and yet none are picked up on in the analysis of 

midbody speed, implying that the shape-based features simply correspond to different 

underlying behaviours than the speed-based ones.  

In fact, it appears that while each shape-based feature reveals something specific 

about the behaviour or shape it corresponds to, they all point towards a similar global 

behaviour. The fact that there is little variation of the features between short segments of 

each video implies that there are no clear behavioural states defined by a different or 

differently organised set of shapes apart from the occasional high-burst activity observed 

in N2 worms on HB101. This is not completely unexpected, as the satiety quiescence state 

is known to be transient and subtle, therefore it is difficult to pick up without analysis 

specifically created for its identification. Nevertheless, a number of interesting features 

presented in this chapter are responses to the conditions inducing satiety quiescence.  

In contrast, signs of a different behavioural state can be observed when looking at 

the features of the midbody speed of worms on OP50. According to one feature (Figure 

4.3), these worms are more likely to enter a high-speed state for longer periods of time. As 

the worms on OP50 are normally not completely motionless (this can be observed in the 

videos directly, but it would also be picked up by variation in the shape-related features), 

it can be inferred that they are in the dwelling state under these conditions. Based on the 

canonical understanding of feeding-related behavioural states, the high-speed state should 

therefore be roaming, but this is unlikely to be the case for two reasons (Ben Arous et al., 

2009). First, roaming is very fast and there is no indication that the high-speed state is 

particularly fast, as the mean speed would be a much better classifier otherwise. Second, 

the turning rate is largely unaffected, as seen in Figure 4.5A-B where results suggest that 

the predictability of the turning shapes stays relatively stable across the recording (roaming 

worms have a much reduced turning rate), even though its periodicity might change slightly 

(Figure 4.5C-D). Taking these observations together with directly watching the videos 

suggests the existence of two dwelling states: a ‘sit-still’ dwelling state where the worm 

only moves in one spot and a dwelling state more like the canonical one where the worm 

displays small displacements on the plate surface, as well. It has been suspected that the 
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traditional three-state feeding behaviour system is unlikely to be the full story and that 

worms likely have more states (Gallagher et al., 2013b). The results presented here might 

be an example of that, although it would require further study. 

In terms of the satiety quiescence behaviour itself, there is little evidence for the 

existence of a well-coordinated structure based on this time series analysis, in line with 

hypotheses made in previous work. The features identified as good classifiers between the 

two control conditions show that SQ involves a loss of overall periodicity and multi-scale 

organisation, as well as a switch to sporadic high bursts of activity instead of consistent 

shifts to different states. An apparent dissociation between the speed and the changes of 

shape can also be observed, suggesting a further breakdown in the overall dynamic 

coordination of the behaviour. This is also in line with visual observation of the recordings 

with individual states difficult to identify. 

An important distinction of the present study is the use of time series summary 

features over statistical, state-based models. Models such as the Markov process have 

been used to define locomotion states based on speed-related time series with some 

success, although it has long been suspected that the states are more fluid than originally 

thought (Gallagher et al., 2013b). In this work, I present a data-driven approach to the 

description of the behavioural effects of a particular set of environmental conditions. 

Instead of imposing an assumption about the existence of states ahead of analysis, the data 

is interrogated in an unbiased way in an approach similar to the shape analysis detailed in 

Chapter 3. This analysis represents a departure from previous work that was largely 

informed by potentially biased earlier human observation. As such, the identification of 

behavioural states was not predetermined like in other studies, providing an independent 

argument for their existence. Similarly, the unexpected insight of a satiety quiescence as a 

breakdown of organised behaviour would have been difficult to arrive at using previous 

methods.  

Nevertheless, it is not possible to conclusively state a lack of stereotypical postures 

without implementing a speed-based model and therefore this is an important future step 

for this project. Unbiased state discovery methods can be used to identify the speed-based 
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states for each video, followed by a methodological analysis using hctsa for the shape time 

series of each state.  

In addition to using the features to better describe the behaviour of the worms, 

they are also prime targets for genome-wide association studies. Even if the worms of a 

particular strain do not display quiescence, they still underwent a fasting and refeeding 

regime. This is a stressful and special experience, therefore it is reasonable to assume that 

the worm strains not capable of satiety quiescence are going to behave similarly to N2 

worms that were maintained on OP50. This allows the calculation of the top features 

derived in this chapter across all different strains to find out if any of them are associated 

with natural genomic variation. 
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CHAPTER 5: GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION OF TIME SERIES FEATURES 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Complex traits, such as most behaviours, are controlled by the action of many genes 

and variation in these genes can cause changes in the overall trait itself. Traditional gene 

linkage studies have focussed on the genes with the largest effects, but most genes are 

expected to have small effects on the overall trait (Boyle et al., 2017). In fact, even so-called 

‘core genes’ that affect the biology of an animal more extensively often have complex 

characteristics and modulation warranting further study (Wray et al., 2018). Genome-wide 

association studies (GWAS) serve as observational tools to identify such genetic variants 

and they are known to be able to pick up on weak genetic effects as well as stronger ones 

(Bush and Moore, 2012; Risch and Merikangas, 1996). They have been used to identify 

genetic variants in diseases and are expected to play an important role in personalised 

medicine (Cooper et al., 2008; Klein et al., 2005). 

More and more genome-wide association studies are carried out in nonhuman 

animals, as the extent of the phenotypic effect of the genetic background is becoming 

increasingly clear (Chandler et al., 2014; Sittig et al., 2016). Studies in model organisms 

could lead to a more general understanding of the principles underlying this effect, as well 

as its limits. As these studies are difficult to carry out in a single research group due to 

financial and time constraints, there are several projects aiming to standardise the process 

with different model organisms. Most of these efforts focus on making freely accessible 

computational tools, such as gene annotation software and web applications for genome 

wide associated mapping. Each is specifically designed for the organism in question, such 

as Arabidopsis thaliana or Mus musculus (Bennett et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2008; Lamesch 

et al., 2012; Seren et al., 2012). While it would be difficult to provide living specimens for 

most organisms as part of such a project, this is possible for small invertebrates, such as 

the fruit fly or the nematode worm. The Drosophila melanogaster Genetic Reference Panel 

has already led to a better understanding of the structural organisation of the fly genome, 

as well as of the effect of genome variation on the metabolic phenotype (Huang et al., 
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2014; Jehrke et al., 2018; Mackay et al., 2012). The Caenorhabditis elegans Natural 

Diversity Resource aims to replicate the success of tools used in other model organisms to 

understand the effects of genomic variation on the phenotype (Cook et al., 2017). 

The mechanics of genome-wide association studies are fundamentally quite simple. 

First, a phenotypic feature is chosen and its value is determined for each genotype. This 

feature can take discrete values, but is more often a continuous variable, as these allow a 

more detailed understanding of the phenotype. In the context of the present study, an 

example of such a phenotypic feature would be the average value of the mean midbody 

speed for each strain. All worms from the same strain are assumed to have the same 

genome (an assumption that is likely violated due to the random mutations taking place in 

each generation, but its effects are likely minimised thanks to the experimental design 

detailed in 2.2), therefore they must be included with a single summary feature.  

In the next step, each genetic marker is considered in turn. Typically, the genetic 

markers are single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), single nucleotides that display considerable 

levels of variation in the genome across different strains or genotypes. They are not 

necessarily causative of the overall phenotype and may not even be part of the coding 

region of a gene that is – instead, they are in close physical proximity to a genomic region 

that is involved in the behaviour. Physical proximity does not necessarily mean genetic 

proximity, as SNVs acting at a long distance have also been reported, even on different 

chromosomes (Hwang et al., 2013; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). In addition, most SNVs 

are found outside coding regions, and instead fall in enhancer elements, transcriptional 

binding sites, or even in splicing sites (Altshuler et al., 2008; Brodie et al., 2016). 

Alternatively, they could simply be close to one of these regions. In a GWAS, the values of 

the phenotypic feature are divided into groups based on the allele. There are typically two 

alleles, the reference allele (corresponding to the N2 version in the CeNDR 

implementation) and the alternative allele. These groups are then compared using simple 

statistical measures, such as a chi-squared test, or a simple mixed model (Joo et al., 2015).  

The resulting significance levels must be adjusted to account for the tens of 

thousands of tests necessary for the full set of SNVs, as the sheer number of tests 

conducted would mean that some of them would be labelled as statistically significant at 
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standard levels. Bonferroni correction, perhaps the most conservative method, is 

automatically applied as part of the CeNDR protocol. This modifies the significance level by 

dividing the nominal significance level (0.05 in most biological studies) by the number of 

independent tests. While there have been concerns that this approach is too conservative, 

as the assumption of independence is likely not true due to the densely packed SNVs, it is 

arguably the most reliable method when working in novel systems (Gao et al., 2010).  

The Manhattan plot is the key result of any GWA mapping (see an example in Figure 

5.1). It displays the results of all tests along the entire genome with the genomic locations 

organised by chromosome on the x axis and the significance levels on the y axis. Typically, 

a grey line is drawn at the adjusted significance level and any SNV with a higher score is 

marked in colour.  

Subsequent analysis involves careful consideration of the derived significant hits in 

three steps. First, the distribution of the values associated with the reference and the 

alternative allele are compared (see an example in Figure 5.3B). In some cases, this can 

reveal that the main source of variation is due to just one outliner strain, complicating the 

interpretation, but this is not an issue in the present study due to the normalisation step 

carried out after calculating the time series features. In the case of satiety quiescence, the 

values correspond to measures of the time series features that are good classifiers of N2 

worms on HB101 and on OP50, and in effect are measures of the response to SQ inducing 

conditions. As such, two potential outcomes can be expected. First, some hits might 

identify the alternative allele group of strains to have values corresponding to the values 

observed among worms on OP50. This means that according to the measure in question, 

the strains holding the alternative allele do not display SQ features. However, it is possible 

that the strains with the alternative allele show a SQ behaviour even stronger than N2 

worms on HB101 according to the particular measure. It is also important to note that the 

distributions of values are expected to be quite wide for two reasons: the normalisation 

step reduces the distance between different strains, and SQ likely has many partially 

independent features, leading to variation. The results are expected to confirm the 

modularity of the behaviour with different strains displaying different characteristics of SQ. 
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Second, the linkage between multiple hits in a single mapping is important to 

consult. As C. elegans has a linkage disequilibrium spanning across chromosomes, it is likely 

that only one of the observed hits is associated with the phenotype (Cutter, 2006). 

Third, each genomic region marked as significant has a number of genes in it that 

could be part of the pathway underlying the phenotype. As mentioned earlier, SNVs are 

not necessarily causative, but the general profile of the genes in the region could provide 

some information about the principles of the regulation. At the same time, it is important 

to note that this can often be misleading and that there is no substitute for fine-mapping 

and follow-up experiments. 

5.2 Methods 

Summary measures of time series features are used as phenotypic features in the 

present study. To show the advantages of using the hctsa measures and of the method of 

choice between them, two groups of measures other than the top hctsa features identified 

in Chapter 4 are also briefly considered. First, a traditional trait often used in previous work 

looking at different genetic mutants is tested to illustrate the advantages of hctsa 

measures, followed by randomly selected hctsa measures used to confirm that ranking 

them according to the mean classification accuracy between N2 worms on HB101 and 

OP50 first improves the analysis. 

Each distribution of time series features for a strain must be described with a single 

value for GWA mapping, therefore leading to a loss of information. This step is necessary 

because there is typically only one data point available per genome in traditional human-

based GWAS (as each individual has a unique genome) and there is no agreed method for 

incorporating more information about the distribution when multiple values are available. 

This topic continues to be an active area of study for two reasons. First, the increasing 

number of studies conducted in model organisms such as yeast necessitates it (Peter et al., 

2018), and second, the concept of relatedness – the effect of family relations between 

participants of studies – continues to be a concern for human genetics and it is related to 

the same problem (Eu-ahsunthornwattana et al., 2014; Ganna et al., 2013).  
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The 50th and 90th percentile of each distribution for a strain is tested for genome-

wide association. These measures are chosen over the mean, as they hold more particulars 

about the true distribution due to many of the features being somewhat skewed. In fact, 

the 90th percentile has been observed to return the most reliable mappings when testing 

a variety of different biological processes, likely for the same reason (Erik Andersen, 

personal communication). While these measures are successful at mapping genome wide 

associations, it is worth noting that there has been a description of the phenotypic 

variability of behavioural traits itself being under genetic control with genetically identical 

fruit flies displaying different variation in turning bias based on the activity of several 

neuronal genes (Ayroles et al., 2015).  

The online user interface of CeNDR was used to run the GWA mappings 

(https://www.elegansvariation.org/). Briefly, genomic data is stored on a cloud-based 

system hosted by Google App Engine and MySQL. Association mapping and statistical 

analysis is carried out using R, with the ridge regression model rrBLUP used as the 

comparison test at each SNV. This model incorporates information about the relatedness 

of the different strains, thereby increasing the reliability of the results (Endelman, 2011). 

5.3 Presence of natural variation 

Significant phenotypic differences can be observed among the wild isolate strains 

even when using simple features. For example, the trait traditionally used when describing 

satiety quiescence, mean absolute midbody speed confirms the existence of significant 

variation among the divergent set of CeNDR strains that represents most of the currently 

known global genetic variation of the worm, as seen in Figure 5.1 (Andersen et al., 2015b). 

However, this is no guarantee that there are SNVs associated with the phenotypic variation 

– indeed this feature does not return any significant hits when GWA mapping is performed, 

as indicated by the Manhattan plot in Figure 5.2. Manhattan plots are used to visualise the 

results of GWA mappings, with each dot representing a single SNV tested. Each SNV has a 

reference and an alternative allele, allowing the division of the CeNDR strains into two 

groups (see an example in Figure 5.3B). A simple t-test is then carried out comparing the 

two and the p value is noted. After all SNVs are tested, their p values are plotted against 

their genomic location (with each box corresponding to a chromosome), as seen in Figure 

https://www.elegansvariation.org/
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5.2. As a huge number of comparisons are carried out, the significance threshold is 

corrected for using the Bonferroni correction (this is represented by the grey line running 

through all boxes at 5.5). This is also the reason why the –log10(p) is plotted instead of the 

p value itself: p values need to be particularly small to be considered significant. As the 

mapping software uses a limited set of genetic markers with only a subset of SNVs included, 

it is possible that there is actually a genetic association not yet identified. At the same time, 

the reason for the lack of hits could be that there is indeed no natural genetic variation 

associated with this feature. However, it is important to note that this particular feature 

was not a good classifier between N2 worms on HB101 and OP50 (Figure 4.1). As such, I 

expect that the other measures derived in the previous chapter will be more likely to 

display natural genomic variation.  

 

Figure 5.1. Boxplot of the mean absolute midbody speed (µm/s) 
across the divergent strains of CeNDR. (In the boxplot, the red 
mark corresponds to the median, the edges of the blue box 
indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th 
and 95th percentiles, the red crosses mark outliers. ANOVA, p<10-

49). 
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Figure 5.2. The Manhattan plot corresponding to the mean absolute midbody speed 
GWA mapping shows that no SNV is significantly associated with this measure in the 
dataset. 

 

5.4 Feature mapping 

Multiple quantitative trait loci (QTL) are identified using the methodological time 

series analysis described in Chapter 4. Midbody speed and three of the four shape features 

(with each of the dimensionality reduction methods represented) return significant hits in 

the mapping analysis, although only a portion of the full set of time series measures are 

successful. In total, 50 traits were tested (the median and the 90th percentile of the five 

best classifiers of five time series features) resulting in 7 significant hits. Two of these are 

not included in this chapter because each corresponding measure of time series correlates 

very closely with one that was included and showed near-identical results: the other 

sample entropy measure of the turning shape and the other multi-scale entropy measure 

of the sinusoidal crawling motion. It is important to note that the method of choice for best 

feature described in Chapter 4 (taking the ones with the highest mean classification 

accuracy) is successful: when measures of time series features are chosen at random from 

the full hctsa set of features, the success rate drops significantly with only 5 of them 

returning significant results out of 100 tests.  

The results based on the midbody speed measures suggest that N2 worms display 

speed-specific features of satiety quiescence in spite of their genetic background rather 
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than because of it. In both the frequency of entering a high speed state (using symbolic 

motifs, Figure 4.3) and the outlier-related distributions (based on pre-processing measures, 

Figure 4.4C), the group of strains holding the reference allele have higher values than the 

strains with the alternative allele (Figures 5.3B and 5.4B, respectively), just as N2 worms 

on OP50 have compared to worms on HB101. The alternative allele is associated with 

similar levels of the midbody measures as N2 worms on HB101 (marked with a * star in the 

boxplots), but in both cases, the N2 worms are, in fact, outliers in the reference group. 

Interestingly, the Hawaiian strain CB4856 holds the alternative allele in both cases and 

displays values that are similar to N2 worms. This further supports the hypothesis that N2 

worms show SQ behaviour due to their hyperactive npr-1 gene, as I suggested based on 

earlier experiments (see Figure 2.2). The alleles identified here may be the reason why 

CB4856 has similar levels of satiety quiescence as N2. 

The genes with variants in the identified genomic locations have a range of 

functions. They include some G-protein coupled receptors, but also some genes linked to 

lifespan and developmental wiring (Torpe et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2014). In addition, one 

of the genes included in the region associated with the change in symbolic motifs is egl-4, 

one of the key components of the entire satiety quiescence pathway and a proposed 

volume knob of evolution capable of modulating many different behaviours (Avery, 2010). 

It only has a small number of SNVs in its coding region, but as it has several alternative 

splice forms, a phenotypic change could arise from modifying the alternative splicing 

pattern (Fujiwara et al., 2002b; Hirose et al., 2003; Stansberry et al., 2001). In fact, some of 

the alternative alleles are found in close proximity to the region coding for the cGMP 

binging sites of the protein, a region that is mutated in a well-characterised gain-of-

function mutant (Raizen et al., 2006).  
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Figure 5.3. A) The GWA mapping of the feature linked to switching into a sustained high 
speed state based on symbolic motif analysis returns a significant hit on chromosome 4    
(-log10padj = 5.84, variance explained = 15.66). B) Boxplots of the mean normalised 
frequency of the symbolic motif ‘bccc’ (a.u.) of worm strains holding the reference or 
alternative allele of the SNV at the genomic position IV:1913183. (In the boxplot, the 
horizontal lines correspond to the median, the edges of the boxes indicate the 25th and 
75th percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th and 95th percentiles, the dots above and 
below the whiskers mark outliers. Each dot next to the boxes corresponds to the mean 
value across all worms of the same strain or condition. N2 worms on HB101 marked with 
*). 

 

Additionally, the global distribution of one of the alternative allele appears to be 

unusually restricted, mostly to the Iberian Peninsula (see Figure 5.5). There is little 

evidence for strong geographical variation in C. elegans: distinct strains can be isolated 

from several locations even on the same field. These are likely due to frequent local 

bottlenecking effects. Successful variants can be distributed around the world easily, as the 

worms can migrate at a long range thanks to the diapause lifecycle and the selfing 

propagation methods (Barrière and Félix, 2005). As such, a restricted distribution is rarely 
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observed and could represent a variant that evolved to the specific climate found on the 

Iberian Peninsula. 

 

 
Figure 5.4. A) The GWA mapping of the feature linked to the pre-processed outlier test of the 
speed time series returns a significant hit on chromosome 5 (-log10padj = 7.04, variance 
explained = 12.11). B) Boxplots of the mean normalised feature (a.u.) linked to the pre-
processed outlier test of the speed time series of worm strains holding the reference or 
alternative allele of the SNV at the genomic position V:15104228. (In the boxplot, the 
horizontal lines correspond to the median, the edges of the boxes indicate the 25th and 75th 
percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th and 95th percentiles, the dots above and below the 
whiskers mark outliers. Each dot next to the boxes corresponds to the mean value across all 
worms of the same strain or condition. N2 worms on HB101 marked with *). 
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Figure 5.5. Most of the strains with the alternative allele for the outlier test-based hit were 
isolated on the Iberian peninsula. 

 

The periodicity of the turning behaviour is affected in some quiescent strains 

(Figure 5.6). Comparison with the original classification between the control conditions 

(Figure 4.5C) shows that strains with the alternative allele display an even higher variability 

in the locally defined sample entropy than N2 worms on HB101 do. There are two potential 

reasons for this: it is possible that the bouts of high-periodicity are even rarer, or these rare 

events are particularly highly periodic, essentially meaning that the worms leave the 

behavioural state entirely. 
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Figure 5.6. A) The GWA mapping of the feature linked to variation in the sample entropy 
of the turning time series feature returns a significant hit on chromosome 5 (-log10padj = 
6.16, variance explained = 12.04). B) Boxplots of the mean normalised feature (a.u.) of 
worm strains holding the reference or alternative allele of the SNV at the genomic 
position V:675168. (In the boxplot, the horizontal lines correspond to the median, the 
edges of the boxes indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th 
and 95th percentiles, the dots above and below the whiskers mark outliers. Each dot next 
to the boxes corresponds to the mean value across all worms of the same strain or 
condition. N2 worms on HB101 marked with *). 

 

The reduction in multi-scale organisation of the sinusoidal crawling motion is 

particularly pronounced in the N2 worms (Figure 5.7). The strains in the reference group 

have a wider distribution compared to the strains with the alternative allele, but the values 

tend to be higher and therefore more similar to the ones observed for N2 worms on OP50 

(Figure 4.6A). As the loss of organisation of behaviour has traditionally been one of the 

hallmarks of sleep, it appears that many wild isolates have a satiety quiescence that is 

distinct from regular sleep-like behaviours. 
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The genomic region of the SNV includes some well-known genes linked to neuronal 

(sox-2), muscle (unc-98) and synaptic activity (syd-9), all of which would be crucial in the 

high level organisation of the worm’s basic mode of movement (Alqadah et al., 2015; 

Mercer et al., 2003; Vidal et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2006).  

 

 
Figure 5.7. A) The GWA mapping of the feature linked to the mean change of sample 
entropy across different time scales of the sinusoidal crawling motion returns a 
significant hit on the X chromosome (-log10padj = 5.5, variance explained = 8.23). B) 
Boxplots of the mean normalised feature (a.u.) of worm strains holding the reference or 
alternative allele of the SNV at the genomic position X:7642307. (In the boxplot, the 
horizontal lines correspond to the median, the edges of the boxes indicate the 25th and 
75th percentiles, the whiskers include the 5th and 95th percentiles, the dots above and 
below the whiskers mark outliers. Each dot next to the boxes corresponds to the mean 
value across all worms of the same strain or condition. N2 worms on HB101 marked with 
*). 

 

Some strains move their tails in the same repetitive fashion as control worms on 

OP50 (Figure 5.8 and Figure 4.11A). This means that the few strains holding the alternative 
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allele do not display the same type of high-burst activity typical of satiety quiescence and 

may even imply that these worms do not display SQ at all. The Manhattan plot suggests 

that there are two significant hits, but this is not necessarily true. Recombination is 

generally more likely to separate SNVs that are further away, meaning that most significant 

hits have a ‘tail’ of SNVs with higher than average significance levels (although not 

necessarily above the threshold) on either side of them. This can be observed on 

chromosome II in the tail-shape related time series feature’s Manhattan plot in figure 5.8A, 

as well as all other Manhattan plots in this chapter. However, this is missing for the SNV hit 

on chromosome III, suggesting that it may be a false positive. At the same time, the linkage 

disequilibrium between the loci (the likelihood of separating together between different 

strains) is high (0.853), suggesting that the two peaks do not segregate independently. In 

genetically stable populations, such interchromosomal connections can be maintained for 

several years (Barrière and Félix, 2007). 

A similarly limited distribution is observed for one of these alleles as for the 

midbody speed QTL (see Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.9), this time mostly being restricted to the 

state of California in the United States. Again, it is unclear if this is merely due to genetic 

drift or something more, but if it is true, it would suggest a more genetically stable 

population, in line with the observed linkage disequilibrium.  
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Figure 5.8. A) The GWA mapping of the feature linked to the first zero crossing of the tail 
movement time series based on autocorrelation analysis returns a significant hit on 
chromosome 2 (-log10padj = 5.74, variance explained = 10.06). B) Boxplots of the mean 
normalised feature (a.u.) of worm strains holding the reference or alternative allele of the 
SNV at the genomic position II:82419. (In the boxplot, the horizontal lines correspond to the 
median, the edges of the boxes indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers include 
the 5th and 95th percentiles, the dots above and below the whiskers mark outliers. Each dot 
next to the boxes corresponds to the mean value across all worms of the same strain or 
condition. N2 worms on HB101 marked with *). 
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Figure 5.9. Most of the strains with the alternative allele for the autocorrelation 
analysis-based hit are located in California, United States. 

 

5.5 Summary 

Satiety quiescence is a modular behaviour with different wild isolates displaying its 

constituent parts to different extents. Measures of the time series features were 

determined by comparing differences between only two groups: worms that are known to 

show strong quiescence and ones that do not. While the hctsa features are capable of 

much more refined descriptions of the dynamics of a time series, a result where the 

behaviour is so stereotyped that the chosen features must change together would not be 

impossible. Instead, I found that some features can change independently of the rest, as 

different strains have different values for them. Most time series features only have one 

of their related hctsa measures appearing in the GWA analysis as a significant variant, apart 

from midbody speed. As the shape-based time series features were in fact defined to 

correspond to specific parts of behaviour, it is expected that they are going to be controlled 

by a more limited set of genomic components than the midbody speed that is the product 

of many different biological processes. Only some of these components are going to have 

a large enough natural variation to be identified using a GWAS.  

The method of choosing measures of time series features introduced in chapter 4 

is successful at finding features that perform significantly better than randomly chosen 
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features. It is important to note that the hits from the latter set of features are not 

necessarily false positive hits. As the vast majority of the hctsa features are better than 

random at classification (the mean classification accuracy of almost all of them was 

significantly higher than 50% with no clear cut-off point when ordered based on the value), 

these measures could represent real differences that are simply not picked up on by the 

method of ranking based on the classification accuracy. Therefore an important future step 

in the analysis pathway is the development of a new method of feature choice that can 

provide a set of features that clearly stand apart from the rest in terms of what they can 

teach about the underlying behaviour. 

In addition, the identified differences in phenotypes are likely to be under 

independent genetic control. Apart from chromosome I, each chromosome has at least 

one, non-overlapping genomic region that is linked to a behavioural phenotype. The genes 

in these regions include many that are linked to behaviour through their functions, such as 

synaptic transmission, muscle function or other neuronal functions, and even a gene 

responsible for developmental wiring, hinting at the potential existence of naturally 

varying connectomes. What is more, one of the key components of the known SQ genetic 

network, egl-4 is also included. Interestingly, the shape-based feature associated with 

changes in the head does not return any significant hits, despite the importance of head 

swings in behavioural orientation. While the explanation for this could be the lack of head-

swing specificity in the feature (it represents only a very small amount of the overall 

variance, making it difficult to identify with most dimensionality reduction methods), 

another option is that there is indeed no natural diversity in this particular behaviour in 

response to satiety quiescence inducing conditions due to a potential importance of its 

stereotypy. 

Future work will look at the genomic locations identified here in much more detail, 

including by running follow-up experiments and fine-mapping the sources of variance. Just 

like most other big data methods, GWAS are principally hypothesis-generating and require 

extensive testing to confirm any result they might return. While new sets of CeNDR strains 

or other wild isolates could be tested to provide further evidence for both the hypotheses 
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on the geographical distribution and the ones on the genomic locations, these are no 

substitute for specific experimental interrogation. 

Genome-wide association mapping of newly derived time series feature 

successfully found several new genomic locations that are potentially relevant in 

modulating satiety quiescence behaviour. While feeding behaviours have long been 

mooted to have significant natural variation, this is the first instance that one particular 

behaviour was investigated in such a great amount of detail. The results suggest that such 

studies hold great promise. 
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SUMMARY OF GOALS 

 

The present study provides strong support for the two hypotheses posited at the 

beginning of the project by reaching the corresponding goals. While building on previous 

work (both analytical and experimental), new and complimentary techniques were used to 

explore an unseen side of satiety quiescence and to provide new insight into the behaviour.  

Satiety quiescence behaviour can be decomposed into smaller and more directly 

interpretable components. First, a new set of shape-related time series features are 

introduced in Chapter 3 in an effort to provide a data-driven description of the changes in 

body shape. Previous work either used heuristic methods or somewhat elementary data-

driven methods (Stephens et al., 2008; Yemini et al., 2013b). While these methods have 

had great success over the years (Stephens et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2013), they have 

certain limitations, as they focus on a specific set of information that can be gleaned from 

the shape of the worm. The approach in this study operates in the opposite direction: it 

takes all of the shape information and then finds independent, meaningful features. The 

new features are in fact universal and can be used across different experimental paradigms 

and on different strains with little need for adjustment, some examples of which are 

included. There are two main potential avenues for future work on this part of the present 

thesis. First, further dimensionality reduction methods could be tested, potentially 

including non-linear methods. Second, this approach is broadly generalizable, therefore it 

could be tested in other behavioural paradigms, such as videos of the larvae of Drosophila 

melanogaster. 

Detailed analysis of the dynamic properties of time series proves that SQ can be 

decomposed, as shown in Chapter 4, as stated in the first goal of the project. The 

methodological approach to provide summary features from across different scientific field 

is successful, as are the new shape-based features. This is a novel approach in the field of 

worm behaviour where most work has focused on either behavioural state-based 

approaches (Ben Arous et al., 2009; Flavell et al., 2013) or heuristic time-series features 

(Schwarz et al., 2015; Gomez-Marin et al., 2016). These classical methods have been hugely 
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successful and underpin our model-level understanding of worm behavioural states by 

having identified and defined the three states: roaming, dwelling and quiescence 

(Gallagher et al., 2013b). However, the limit of these methods is the realisation that 

something is missing and that the states cannot explain the full story of behaviour 

(Gallagher et al., 2013a). Due to the inherent assumption of definable states in the classical 

methods, novel approaches need to be explored. The approach in this study provides two 

major hypotheses about the behavioural states of the worm. First, satiety quiescence 

appears less as a controlled state in response to specific environmental cues and more as 

a breakdown of most control. However, this breakdown itself is likely under some level of 

control and this forms an important part of future research. It is also possible that the lack 

of organisation is simply due to the mode of interrogation and clear states would appear 

once a model-based approach is taken. Second, the data presented here suggests the 

existence of two separate dwelling states after an N2 worm fasts and refeeds on OP50. 

One of these states is close to quiescence and involves no displacement, while the other 

state is closer to the well-described state of dwelling that involves slow movements on the 

agar surface itself while feeding. As a next step, the parameters of each state need to be 

carefully identified and compared across different individuals and conditions.  

The decomposed behavioural traits are likely linked to individual genetic 

components that display natural diversity among different wild type strains, as stated in 

the second goal of the project. The early results in Chapter 2 encouraged further 

exploration (in addition to revealing new information about the subtlety of the satiety 

quiescence behaviour) and the high-throughput screen, whose results are detailed in 

Chapter 5, indeed justifies the direction taken. For example, the manually scored 

experiments suggested that the overactive npr-1 in the N2 strain masks a deficiency in SQ 

when compared to CB4856. The GWAS provides plenty of candidate genes that would fit 

this model, including egl-4, a well-known part of the SQ network. This gene has repeatedly 

been hypothesised to be an important part of evolution and this project is the first that 

provides experimental evidence to support this by providing a potential natural variation 

in the genome linked to a feeding behaviour. Other neuronal genes are also promising 

candidates and are prime targets for future work as part of a follow-up screen of 

recombinant inbred lines. Such a study could include near-isogenic lines of reference 
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background (normally N2, but in the case of egl-4, this would be CB4856), in addition to a 

small genomic segment with the alternative allele (Evans et al., 2018; Zamanian et al., 

2018). Similarly, genome editing techniques, such as the CRISPR/Cas system, could also be 

used to such an effect. 
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